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Carmen Estevan de Quesada*,
The Regulation of “Passing-On” in the Directive 2014/104/EU
Abstract: Passing-on of overcharges is a very relevant issue in the context of the private
application of Competition Law since it is intimately connected to the very foundation of
actions for damages. This paper analyses the regulatory option taken in the Directive
2014/104/EU in this respect, studying both the legal standing of indirect purchasers and the
passing-on defence, and points out some practical problems that will very probably
undermine the effectiveness of the system of private application of Competition Law.
Keywords: passing-on, overcharges, competition, damages.

Introduction
Passing-on of overcharges is a relevant issue in Competition Law, especially in the field of its
private application, in actions for damages suffered as a consequence of an infringement of
Competition Law. The underlying idea is that even if the infringements of Competition Law
provisions usually result in price increases and consequently in an overcharge suffered by the
direct purchasers of the infringer, these direct purchasers usually “pass-on” that overcharge to
their own direct purchasers in the downstream market –who are, in this context, the indirect
purchasers of the infringer. 1
This rationale is not used exclusively in the field of Competition Law. It is also employed in
other legal areas such as EU Tax Law, that recognises that Member States can deny refunds of
illegally collected taxes if the taxpayer passed on the tax to the end consumer and would be
unjustly enriched if he was reimbursed. 2 In the context of the private application of Competition
Law, passing-on has a special relevance since it is directly connected with the very foundation
of the actions for damages.
These actions are based on the fact that the plaintiff has suffered damage, since he has paid an
overcharge due to the increase in price resulting from the infringement of Competition Law by
the defendant. But if the plaintiff was able to pass-on that overcharge to further agents in the
supply chain, he has either not suffered any damage –if he passed-on the whole overcharge–,
or suffered it only in some proportion –depending on the degree of passing-on. In the first case
the claim looses it basic foundation, and in the second case the quantification of harm is
seriously affected.

*

Professor of Commercial Law, University of Valencia. This article falls within the scope of the Research Projects
“Coordinación empresarial lícita en el Derecho de defensa de la competencia” (DER2015-67704-P) financed by
the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness, and “Redes empresariales y Derecho de la Competencia”
(Proyecto Prometeo 2015-Fase II) financed by the Conselleria de Educació de la Comunitat Valenciana).
1
For a better undestanding of the text, the above-mentioned concepts of must be clarified. Article 2 of the Directive
2014/104/EU includes the following definitions: ‘overcharge’ means the difference between the price actually
paid and the price that would otherwise have prevailed in the absence of an infringement of competition law [art.
2(20)]; ‘direct purchaser’ means a natural or legal person who acquired, directly from an infringer, products or
services that were the object of an infringement of competition law [art. 2(23)]; and ‘indirect purchaser’ means a
natural or legal person who acquired, not directly from an infringer, but from a direct purchaser or a subsequent
purchaser, products or services that were the object of an infringement of competition law, or products or services
containing them or derived therefrom [art. 2(24)].
2
Capriles, T.: “Shortcomings of the EU passing on defence”, World Journal of VAT/GST Law, Vol. 1(1), 2012,
p. 47.

In any of these two scenarios, it becomes clear that passing-on has a strong impact on actions
for damages. Consequently, the decision of whether to incorporate that concept in the regulatory
design of the system and, if this is the case, of how to do it is a highly relevant issue from the
practical point of view. At a time when most of the Member States are still drafting the national
rules to transpose the Directive 2014/104/EU on actions for damages 3, this paper analyses the
regulatory option taken in the said Directive about the passing-on of overcharges.

I. Conceptual and regulatory background
Passing-on, as used in the context of the private application of Competition Law, is a two-sided
concept. It can be conceived both from a positive or active perspective, and from a negative or
passive one.
From the positive point of view, passing-on relates to the legal standing of indirect purchasers
in Competition Law proceedings. It is based on the idea that if the direct purchaser of the
infringer of Competition Law has passed on the whole or part of the overcharge resulting from
the infringement to his own direct purchasers, who are the indirect purchasers of the infringer,
the latter have also suffered a damage that deserves compensation. This possibility is sometimes
described as the use of passing-on as a “sword” that could be used by the indirect purchasers of
the infringer to initiate legal proceedings for the compensation of damages resulting from an
infringement of Competition Law.
The negative side of the concept relates to the so-called “passing-on defence”, according to
which an infringer who is a defendant in an action for damages can invoke as a defence the fact
that the claimant passed on the whole or part of the overcharge suffered to subsequent buyers.
If this is the case, then the claimant has suffered no damage in fact, and therefore has no right
to compensation. This is sometimes described as the use of passing-on as a “shield”, since it
would protect the defendant against the claimant’s legal attack.
These two aspects of passing-on and their admission in the context of Competition Law private
proceedings were first discussed in the U.S., and they were rejected in that country more than
fifty years ago. The “passing on defence” was rejected in Hannover Shore v. United Shoe
Machines Corp.,4 where the Court held that the possibility that Hannover might have recouped
the overcharge by “passing it on” to its customers was not relevant in the assessment of its
damages.5 The offensive use of the passing-on theory, in turn, was rejected in Illinois Brick Co.
v. Illinois, 6 where the Court confirmed that the claimant could ask for compensation of the
whole overcharge even if he had passed on part of it to his customers.
The U.S. case law on this matter shows that the main reasons to adopt this approach are of a
practical nature, linked to the risk of multiple liability for defendants together with the
difficulties to calculate the amount of overcharge passed on at each point where the goods
changed hands, and the consequent increased complexity and costs of judicial proceedings.7
Accordingly, the U.S. system of antitrust law fosters litigation by direct purchasers so that a
3

Directive 2014/104/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 November 2014 on certain rules
governing actions for damages under national law for infringements of the competition law provisions of the
Member States and of the European Union (OJ L 349/1, of 5.12.2014).

4

392 U.S. 481 (1968).

5

392 U.S. 481 (1968), 487-494.

6

431 U.S. 720, 97 S. Ct. 2061 (1977), 728.

7

431 U.S. 720, 97 S. Ct. 2061 (1977), 731-733.
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more efficient application of antitrust law is achieved. 8 The underlying rationale is that direct
purchasers are more efficient claimants, given their proximity to the infringer and their
knowledge of the economic sector in which the infringement occurs, and therefore they should
be given the maximum incentive to sue.9 This means in turn that indirect purchasers should not
be given legal standing to sue and that the passing-on defence should not be admitted. 10, 11 Even
if this case law is old and has been criticised in more recent times, 12 it has not been overruled
yet.
The approach to the passing-on theory has been quite different in the European Union. In the
context of the discussions prior to the adoption of a legislative instrument on actions for
damages for the infringement of Competition Law, both the 2005 Green Paper and the 2008
White Paper on the matter analysed the issue. The Green Paper examined the advantages and
disadvantages of the four possible regulatory options –admitting both the offensive and
defensive use of passing-on, rejecting both, admitting one and rejecting the other. 13 Three years
later the European Commission advocated for the first option in the White Paper, 14 and this
choice was finally reflected in Articles 12(1) and 13 the Directive 2014/104/EU that admit the
legal standing of indirect purchasers and the passing-on defence, respectively. 15 These two
provisions are incardinated in Chapter IV of the Directive (Articles 12 to 16), which deals with
the specific problems derived from the eventual passing-on of the overcharges resulting from
an infringement of Competition Law, in order to guarantee the right to full compensation

8

Landes, W. M. and Posner, R. A.: “Should Indirect Purchasers Have Standing to Sue under the Antitrust Laws?
An Economic Analysis of the Rule of Illinois Brick”, 46 University of Chicago Law Review 602 (1978-1979),
634.

9

Landes and Posner, above note 7, 608-609 and 614.

10

Landes and Posner, above note 7, 612.

11

These issues were intensively discussed by U.S. legal doctrine at the time: Landes and Posner, above note 7;
Harris, R. G. and Sullivan, L. A.: “Passing on the Monopoly Overcharge: A Comprehensive Policy Analysis”, 128
University of Pennsylvania Law Review 269 (1979); Landes, W. M. and Posner, R. A.: “Economics of Passing
On: A Reply to Harris and Sullivan”, 128 University of Pennsylvania Law Review 1274 (1980); Harris, R. G. and
Sullivan, L. A.: “Passing On the Monopoly Overcharge: A Response to Landes and Posner”, 128 University of
Pennsylvania Law Review 1280 (1980); Beane, J. L.: “Passing-on Revived: An Antitrust Dilemma”, 32 Baylor
Law Review 347 (1980); Cooter, R.: “Passing on the Monopoly Overcharge: A Further Comment on Economic
Theory”, 129 University of Pennsylvania Law Review 1523 (1980-1981); Viton, P. A. and Winston, C. M.:
“Passing on the Monopoly Overcharge: The Welfare Implications”, 129 University of Pennsylvania Law Review
1516 (1980-1981); Harris, R. G. and Sullivan, L. A.: “More on Passing on: A Reply to Cooter and to Viton and
Winston”, 129 University of Pennsylvania Law Review 1533 (1980-1981).

12

Duffy, M. M.: “Chipping Away at the Illinois Brick Wall: Expanding Exceptions to the Indirect Purchaser Rule”,
87 Notre Dame Law Review 1709 (2012).

13

Commission Green Paper on Damages actions for breach of EC antitrust rules (COM (2005) 0672), pp. 8-9.

14

Commission White Paper of 2 April 2008 on Damages actions for breach of the EC antitrust rules (COM (2008)
0165).

15

Article 12(1): “To ensure the full effectiveness of the right to full compensation as laid down in Article 3,
Member States shall ensure that, in accordance with the rules laid down in this Chapter, compensation of harm
can be claimed by anyone who suffered it, irrespective of whether they are direct or indirect purchasers from an
infringer, and that compensation of harm exceeding that caused by the infringement of competition law to the
claimant, as well as the absence of liability of the infringer, are avoided”.
Article 13: “Member States shall ensure that the defendant in an action for damages can invoke as a defence against
a claim for damages the fact that the claimant passed on the whole or part of the overcharge resulting from the
infringement of competition law. The burden of proving that the overcharge was passed on shall be on the
defendant, who may reason ably require disclosure from the claimant or from third parties”.
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established in Article 3 of the Directive. Both provisions will be analysed in the following
sections.

II. The legal standing of indirect purchasers
The provision in Article 12(1) of the Directive is in line with a well-established jurisprudence
of the European Court of Justice in cases like Courage 16 , Manfredi 17 o Kone 18 , which
recognises that any individual should be able to claim damages for loss caused to him by a
contract or by conduct liable to restrict or distort competition. 19 In addition to this, given the
differences among Member States regarding both this issue and the passing-on defence,20 some
degree of harmonisation seemed desirable.
Leaving aside the theoretical arguments in favour or against this regulatory option, the actual
success of an indirect purchaser’s action for damages faces a fundamental problem from the
practical point of view: the difficulty to prove the damage he suffered –since the burden of
proving the existence and scope of such a passing-on rests with the claimant. 21 It seems evident
that an indirect purchaser may find it difficult to produce such a proof, especially if he is in a
distant point from the infringer in the supply chain. Indirect purchasers –particularly consumers,
but also small or medium enterprises operating at the end of the chain– usually do not have the
specific knowledge of the upstream market where the infringer operates, that would enable
them to determine whether the price of the good or service in question is higher that it would
have been without the infringement. Nor have they enough data about the structure of the supply
chain to determine if the overcharge was passed on and, if so, what was the amount passed on
at each stage of the chain, and the exact damage they suffered.
In order to overcome these practical difficulties, Article 14(2) of the Directive establishes a
rebuttable presumption of passing-on of overcharges,22 built on three requirements to be shown
by the indirect purchaser: firstly, that the defendant has committed an infringement of
Competition Law; secondly, that the infringement has resulted in an overcharge for the direct
purchaser of the defendant; and thirdly, that the indirect purchaser has purchased the goods or
services that were the object of the infringement of Competition Law, or has purchased goods
or services derived from or containing them. The presumption has an obvious advantage for the
indirect purchaser, since he does not need to prove the existence and amount of the overcharge
passed on along the chain. However, it does not eliminate all the difficulties, given that the
claimant has still to prove the existence of the infringement and that the infringement resulted
in an overcharge for the direct purchaser. The rebuttable presumption established in Article
16

Case C-435/99 Courage v. Crehan (2001).

17

Joined cases C-295-298/04 Manfredi and others (2006).

18

Case C-557/12 Kone AG and others (2014).

19

Cases Courage, above note 16, paragraph 26; Manfredi, above note 17, paragraph 60; and Kone, above note 18,
paragraph 21. See also Case C-199/11 Otis and others paragraph 41, and Case C-536/11 Donau Chemie paragraph
21.

20

See Study on the conditions of claims for damages in case of infringement of EC competition rules. Comparative
Report Prepared by Denis Waelbroeck, Donald Slater and Gil Even-Shoshan, Brussels 2004, pp. 78-79, 110-112,
and 126-128. See also Commission Staff Working Document: Impacts Assessment Report, Damages Actions for
Breach of the EU Antitrust Rules, SWD (2013) 203 final, paragraphs 155-158.

21

Article 14 of the Directive 2014/104/EU.

22

This presumption can only be used by indirect purchasers, not by the infringer using the passing-on defence
against a direct purchaser.
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17(2) of the Directive in relation with cartels –that cartel infringements cause harm– may prove
useful to solve the second problem, but proving the existence of the infringement may still pose
significant practical problems to indirect purchasers.

III. The “passing-on defence”
Article 13 of the Directive 2014/104/EU compels Member States to ensure that the defendant
in an action for damages can invoke the passing-on defence and establishes that the burden of
proving that the overcharge was passed on rests on the defendant. Obviously, this defence can
only be used in those proceedings where the claimant is a direct purchaser who asks for
compensation for the overcharge he paid as a result of the infringement of the Competition Law
provisions. In these cases, the defendant can argue that the direct purchaser did not suffer any
harm in fact, since he passed on the overcharge to his customers.
It seems evident that the admission of the passing-on defence is intimately linked with that of
the legal standing of indirect purchasers. If one accepts that there is an actual passing-on of
overcharges along the supply chain, so that the indirect purchasers should be granted legal
standing to sue the infringer since they suffered an actual loss, then one must also accept that
the infringer should be able to use the passing-on defence since the direct purchaser has not
suffered a loss given that he has passed-on the overcharge.23 This reasoning reflects the two
main underlying arguments in favour of the passing-on defence: on the one hand, the need to
prevent the unjust enrichment of the direct purchaser that would exist in case he would be
allowed to ask for compensation while he actually passed-on the overcharge; on the other, the
need to avoid the risk of multiple liability for defendants that could derive from the overlapping
lawsuits by direct and indirect purchasers.
This is also the context in which Articles 12(2) and 15(1) of the Directive must be understood.
According to the former, Member States shall lay down procedural rules appropriate to ensure
that compensation for actual loss at any level of the supply chain does not exceed the overcharge
harm suffered at that level. Article 15(1), in turn, compels Member States to ensure that in
assessing if the burden of proof resulting from the application of Articles 13 and 14 is satisfied,
national courts are able to take due account of the actions for damages related to the same
infringement but brought by claimants from other levels in the supply chain, judgments
resulting from these actions for damages, and the relevant information in the public domain
resulting from the public enforcement of Competition Law.

IV. A critical view: some practical problems
As explained in the previous sections, the regulatory design of passing-on in the Directive
2014/104/EU is based on the idea that in the commercial exchanges along a supply chain there
is always some degree of passing-on of the prices changes down the chain. Therefore, the
undertakings suffering from an increase in price, resulting in this case from an infringement of
the Competition Law provisions, pass on this overcharge to their customers who, in turn, pass
it on to theirs, and so on until the end of the supply chain. Even if the Directive assumes
explicitly this idea in Article 14(1), the real behaviour of economic agents is not that simple. 24

23

The U.S. case law on the matter establishes that the two aspects of the passing-on theory are connected from a
logical point of view, so that if one is accepted the other must be also (see Illinois Brick Co. v. Illinois, 431 U.S.
720, 97 S. Ct. 2061 (1977), 729-736).

24

In fact, economic literature has intensively discussed this issue: see Schaefer, E. J.: “Passing-On Theory in
Antitrust Treble Damage Actions: An Economic and Legal Analysis”, 16 William and Mary Law Review 883
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The European legislators are in fact aware of this complexity, as shown by Article 16 of the
Directive that establishes that “The Commission shall issue guidelines for national courts on
how to estimate the share of the overcharge which was passed on to the indirect purchaser”.
The issue is complex indeed, since the eventual existence of the passing-on of overcharges and
its eventual amount at each stage of the supply chain both depend on a number of economic
factors, linked to the specific characteristics and circumstances of each market, that cannot be
influenced by economic operators. Among these factors, demand elasticity is especially
relevant. If the demand is inelastic, the direct purchaser of the infringer will in principle be able
to pass on the overcharge he suffers, since his customers will keep buying his goods irrespective
of the price increase. But if the demand is elastic, the price increase resulting from the passing
on of overcharges will reduce the demand, so that the overcharge will be basically absorbed by
the direct purchaser –and more so, the more inelastic the demand is.
The Practical Guide of the Commission on quantifying harm in actions for damages 25 deals
with the issue of passing-on of overcharges and mentions that, in addition to demand
elasticity, 26 there are other factors which are relevant in this context, such as: whether the
competitors of the direct purchaser in the downstream market are subject to the same or a similar
overcharge; 27 the intensity of competition in the downstream market; 28 the variation of
marginal cost with output changes; 29 the impact of the infringement on different types of
costs;30 the duration of the infringement and the frequency of business exchanges. 31 This shows
that the assessment of the existence and amount of the passing-on is a complex issue in the
practice, that requires the combined analysis of a significant number of factual and economic
factors.
These technical difficulties are relevant for both the indirect purchaser who wants to bring an
action against the infringer and the infringer who wants to use the passing-on defence against a
direct purchaser suing him. In the first case, Article 14(2) can be a useful tool in order to
facilitate the claims of indirect purchasers, since this rebuttable presumption places them in the
same position as that of a direct purchaser –i.e. they only have to prove the infringement and
the initial overcharge. 32 This regulatory decision must be understood in relation with the
discussion about the efficiency of the private enforcement of Competition Law, and more
specifically, about the idea that direct purchasers are more efficient claimants than indirect
purchasers. Given that one of the traditional arguments to deny legal standing to indirect
purchasers is the fact that they are less efficient –i.e. they face more difficulties to prove the
(1974-1975); Landes and Posner, above note 45; Harris and Sullivan, above note 48; Landes and Posner, above
note 48; Beane, above note 48; Cooter, above note 48; Viton and Winston, above note 48.
25

Commission Staff Working Document - Practical Guide: Quantifying harm in actions for damages based on the
breaches of Article 101 or 102 of the Treaty on the functioning of the European Union, Accompanying the
Communication from the Commission on quantifying harm in actions for damages based on breaches of Article
101 or 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, Strasbourg, 11.6.2013 SWD (2013) 205.

26

Paragraph 163 of the Practical Guide.

27

Paragraph 169 of the Practical Guide.

28

Paragraph 170 of the Practical Guide.

29

Paragraph 171 of the Practical Guide.

30

Paragraph 171 of the Practical Guide.

31

Paragraph 171 of the Practical Guide.

32

Obviously, they have to prove also that they are indirect purchasers (i.e. that they bought the goods or services
that were the object of the infringement or goods or services derived from or containing them).
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harm they suffered–, the provision in Article 14(2) has the advantage of putting them in a
equally efficient position than that of direct purchasers. But this is a very limited advantage in
the practice, since the presumption is rebuttable and the plaintiff can therefore still prove that
the overcharge was not passed on. This will surely lead to complex technical discussions in the
legal proceedings that may not favour indirect purchasers who are usually less resourceful than
big infringers. The same problems, related to the quantification of the overcharge and its
eventual passing-on, can also be present in the second scenario –i.e. if the plaintiff uses the
passing-on defence against a direct purchaser. In this case, the infringer would face said
quantification problems.
Moreover, there is another relevant and problematic question in the cases where the claimant is
a direct purchaser or an indirect one who is not the last economic operator in the supply chain.
In this case, the claimant may suffer a loss of sales volumes as a consequence of the price
increase resulting from passing on the overcharge. 33 This so-called “volume effect” must be
included in the quantification of damages, as a loss of profit (lucrum cessans). 34 And this
complicates the task even more, given that the passing-on of overcharges and the losses derived
from the volume effect work in opposite directions –passing-on reflects amounts not lost, and
the volume effect implies a loss of profit that is an actual damage–, but they depend on the same
economic factors.35
In order to facilitate this task, the Guidelines for national courts on the passing-on of
overcharges –to be published by the Commission– will be useful. In the meantime, the judges
and parties involved in these proceedings can turn to the Practical Guide that proposes several
different comparative methods to quantify the passing-on of overcharges that would be easier
to implement than to quantify the initial overcharge and determine the pass-on rate to the
indirect customer. 36 The Expert Study prepared for the Directorate-General for Competition,
that should help the Commission to draft its Guidelines on the passing-on of overcharges can
also prove useful. 37

Conclusion
The core question in the context of the private application of Competition Law is whether the
regulatory design of passing-on in the Directive 2014/104/EU really contributes “to improve
the conditions for consumers to exercise the rights that they derive from the internal market” as
established in the said Directive.38 And this question is intimately connected with that of the
identification of the level in the supply chain where the private application of Competition Law
is more effective. The most logical option from the point of view of regulatory policy seems to
be to foster private application at that level. And since direct purchasers seem to be the most
33

Paragraph 162 of the Practical Guide.

34

See Case Manfredi, above note 53, paragraph 95, and Communication from the Commission on quantifying
harm in actions for damages based on breaches of Article 101 or 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the
European Union (2013/C 167/07): the full compensation covers the actual loss (damnum emergens), the
compensation for loss of profit (lucrum cessans) and the entitlement to interest from the time the damage occurred.

35

Paragraph 163 of the Practical Guide.

36

Paragraph 166 and 32-95 of the Practical Guide.

37

Study
on
the
Passing-On
of
Overcharges.
Final
report
(available
at
<http://ec.europa.eu/competition/publications/reports/KD0216916ENN.pdf>, accessed 30 December 2016). This
study includes a “Guidance for judges on managing and assessing evidence related to pass-on” (part V of the
Study) and a checklist for judges in 39 steps (part VI of the Study).

38

Recital 9 of the Directive 2014/104/EU.
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efficient claimants, the acceptance of the passing-on defence might not be the best regulatory
option to accomplish this.
On the other hand, the recognition of the legal standing of indirect purchasers, together with
the establishment of certain tools aimed at facilitating them the proof in these cases, could be
interpreted as a regulatory decision aimed at promoting the private application of Competition
Law. Nevertheless, this paper has pointed out that indirect purchasers face important practical
difficulties to quantify the damage they suffered. The cost of long and complex proceedings,
coupled with the dispersion of damage, make it economically irrational for agents at the end of
the supply chain –be that small undertakings or consumers– to litigate in this area.
In the case of consumers, their claims would most likely be viable only through class actions
brought by consumer associations or ad hoc associations put in place to litigate a specific case.
But the Directive falls short also in this respect, since it does not require Member States to
introduce collective redress mechanisms for the enforcement of Articles 101 and 102 TFEU, 39
a tool that is essential to promote litigation by consumers in this legal field. And litigation by
indirect purchasers other than consumers, usually small and medium enterprises, faces the
above-mentioned practical difficulties coupled with that of organising an ad hoc association
when the number of victims is relatively small.
In any case, even if any of these options were viable, it is unlikely that indirect purchasers
would be more efficient claimants than direct purchasers, who are usually professionals with
some knowledge of the market in which the infringement took place and of the technical aspects
relevant for the case, with an easier access to proofs, and with a more direct interest in the
recovery of damages.
From the foregoing analysis undertaken in this paper, it appears that the regulatory design of
passing-on in the Directive 2014/104/EU is not the best option in order to promote the private
application of Competition Law.

39

Recital 13 of the Directive 2014/104/EU.
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Paulina Villanueva Piotrowska*, Transparency process in the pharmaceutical
industry in UE. Disclosure of payments to heathcare professionals
Abstract: The paper describes the transparency process in the pharmaceutical industry in
UE. Recent socio-economical changes put more attention on social and ethical performance
of enterprises. The European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations
(EFPIA) adopted the Code on Disclosure of Transfer of Value from Pharmaceutical
Companies to Healthcare Professionals and Healthcare Organisation. The proposal of the
Code was that the EFPIA members pharmaceutical companies, since 2016, would publish
all data related to the transfer of values made to healthcare professionals. The paper analyse
main concerns and the outcomes of this initiative.
Keywords: EFPIA, Sunshine Act, payments disclosure, transparency, pharmaceutical
industry.

Socio-economical background
The need for transparency in the pharmaceutical industry was rapidly growing due to
technological and economical changes that occurred in the recent years in UE.
Technological development granted access to medical information for a wider audience of
knowledge seeking consumers. Medical and pharmaceutical industry was requested to
disclosure of more information to meet the evolving demands of the society. On the other hand,
in the light of recent economic crisis and austerity measures, stakeholders and consumers
required access to financial figures. Public attention was increasing in regard to the social and
ethical performance of enterprises and the industry had to respond to this challenge. This article
describes the transparency process of the pharmaceutical industry in UE and indicates the best
practices that endorse it.
Transparency changes in Europe were encouraged by the success of the experience of the US
Physician Payments Sunshine Act, part of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act 1
presented in 2010 in the US Congress. The Sunshine Act was the healthcare reform law that
introduced Open Payments 2 initiative and put the obligation on the pharmaceutical companies
to disclosure all payments done to healthcare professionals. EU Commission with its main focus
on ensuring competitiveness in the healthcare industry3 recognised the need of transparency
process in the pharmaceutical sector by promoting the initiative of the platform on ethics and
transparency 4 . The platform’s aims are exchange of information and promoting the best
practices in the industry.
In 2013, the European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations (EFPIA)
adopted the Code on Disclosure of Transfer of Value from Pharmaceutical Companies to
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SWD(2014)216/F1 , Brussels 23/10/2014.
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Corporate Responsibility in the field of Pharmaceuticals, MEMO/10/442, Brussels, 24th September 2010.
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Healthcare Professionals and Healthcare Organisation 5 . European governments, as well as
pharmaceutical sector organisations, reacted establishing codes of conduct and taking measures
to raise awareness of transparency urge among their members. One of the main ideas of the
EFPIA Code and other codes of conduct is disclosure of the transfer of values to healthcare
professionals.
The promotion of pharmaceutical products is changing due to the new technology that granted
access to medical information online. Healthcare professionals can easily seek needed
knowledge on quality medical websites and medical databases. Furthermore, the development
of medicine is becoming public knowledge through publicity of patent claims, research
programs, company economic information given to stakeholders, etc.
Europe and US are the markets where the information that a healthcare professional receives
about new medicine does not come principally from meetings with sales representatives and
conferences. On the contrary, nowadays aggressive marketing applied by sales forces is
becoming increasingly ineffective. Through easy and fast access to medical data, doctors’
decisions of prescribing are taken based on technical data such as safety and efficacy of the
product. Mutual interaction among healthcare professionals and the industry allows the
exchange of knowledge on much higher level than before internet access. The promotion of
product that offer only minor clinical improvements, or merely propose different form of
consumption or application tend to be recognised as such by physicians. In particular, the
information provided by the medical representative, can be easily verified or compared.
Moreover, from the point of view of the industry, at the present time advertisement of a product
performed by medical representative becomes wasteful of financial resources or even
considered as unethical. Having access to the knowledge disappears the previous need to meet
the medical representative in person, and becomes very questionable receiving gifts or other
economic gratification for participation in promotional activities such as promotional speaks.
On the other hand, it should be stressed that limiting interactions between the industry and
healthcare professionals might act in contrary to industry development. Those interactions
stimulate the exchange of knowledge, and are essential to receive the feedback on medicine
application that will conduct further innovation.
Another relevant factor that speaks for transparency in the pharmaceutical industry is the recent
economic situation. The European economic crisis placed pressure on public spending and
forced governments to adopt strategies focused on reducing spending on medicine. The
European approach is applying policies like reducing the purchasing price of innovative drugs
and promoting access to generic medicines 6. European countries have high pharmaceutical
expenditures7 and their governments struggle for public saving. Unfortunately to the sector, this
measures cause that the competitiveness should be improved, and in particular, some changes
should be applied in the current business model to reduce sales costs.
In terms of cost-efficiency reforms, related to the use of medicines and the pricing of healthcare,
could be indicate measures such as reducing spending on patented medicine or implementing
adequate prescription practices 8. Measures such as electronic prescribing would promote price
5
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competition between generic companies. Also, prescriptions would contain the name of active
ingredient (implemented in Greece and Portugal), so the pharmacy would be able to offer most
affordable product.
All those measures that affected a society directly afflicted with the reduction of healthcare
services, were leading public attention to healthcare expenditure and raised awareness of the
subject of public funds spending.

Implementation of Transparency Codes
The European Commission in 2010-2013 carried out the ‘Process on Corporate Responsibility
in the Field of Pharmaceuticals’ with the aim to facilitate discussions on ethics and
transparency. The process consisted of three platforms, among them the Platform on Ethics
and Transparency and the Platform on Access to Medicines in Europe. The first outcome was
the List of Guiding Principles Promoting Good Governance in the Pharmaceutical Sector 9.
Furthermore, the discussion on corporate responsibility in the pharmaceutical industry brought
higher attention to the interaction between the industry and healthcare professionals, with the
focus on the potential for conflicts of interest 10. Notwithstanding, that major achievement of
the transparency process was the EFPIA Code on Disclosure of Transfers of Value from
Pharmaceutical Companies to Healthcare Professionals and Healthcare Organisations 11 33
members of regional pharmaceutical industry associations 12 started to implement national
codes of conduct. With this action, the industry recognised that transparency was an important
mean of building and maintaining confidence.
The next step was that the sectors companies reacted implementing transparency measures and
guidelines in their business activities. In 2016, the biggest innovative companies disclosured
their transfers of value to healthcare professionals, making it public on their websites or
country´s central Internet platforms.
The principal industry concern was that disclosure could raise data privacy issues. Revealing
financial relationships with doctors and healthcare organisations might have some implication
for professional opinion of healthcare professionals, their relationships with patients, and the
good reputation of the company as well.

9
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May 2015 on safer healthcare in Europe: improving patient safety and fighting antimicrobial resistance
,2014/2207, OJ C 353, 27.9.2016.
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The EFPIA was trying to address those concerns. Stressing that data collection shall be carried
out according to specific regulations 13, and applying all legal requirements for personal data
handling. In most of the countries, written consent from doctor is required to publish its data
and where healthcare professionals do not grant consent to disclose payments, the payments
would be disclosed on an aggregate basis to total amount reported to the certain category. The
creation of such wide categories, in particular clinical trials 14 that are published as aggregate
total, is the way of complying with the transparency obligation with the industry focus
approach.

Common concerns related to the disclosure
The most common concern of privacy is simply revealing one´s earnings. On the other hand in
some European countries public employees have an obligation to disclose their financial
declaration, especially in cases of public trust positions like governmental institution
employees. Without arguing about if healthcare professionals could be considered such us, the
EFPIA stated that where the publication of data is deemed to be in the public interest, this can
outweigh the individuals right to privacy and form a legitimate basis for publication 15.
Some intermediate measures of declaring the payments without publishing the name of the
doctor such as aggregate data are possible in most of the countries under the present regulations.
Should be acknowledged, that payments from pharmaceutical companies should not be the
main source of income for practicing doctors. For this reason, the financial relationships with
the pharmaceutical companies should be willingly established due to the one´s acceptable limits
for disclosure. In other words there is no obligation to collaborate with pharmaceutical
companies outsides of strictly medical or scientific data exchange relationships such as
farmacovigilance.
Nowadays technological development introduced social changes that consumers are demanding
and using health information on an unprecedented scale. This is due to the change from the
passive recipient of health care and advice to that of a more empowered and more proactive
consumer of health care with access to the information and medical knowledge.
Greater access to information, combined with changing attitudes in a knowledge seeking
society, is having an impact on the traditional doctor-patient relationship. People are seeking
health information from the wide range of sources, particularly via the Internet, to supplement
advice received from healthcare professionals 16 . Online patient forums 17 and blogs are all
sources of data about doctor-patient relationship opinions. Very trendy are doctor ranking
websites18 that work as the recommendation source, in particular for private medical services.
13
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However, discloser of important monetary transfer might cause a risk of relating the name of a
professional as a strict collaborator or even the prescribing agent of a certain company. This is
the possible risk of diffusing payments data that might be harmful for the trust given the
expertise of healthcare professionals. The concerns of influencing doctor decisions are expected
to be diminished, especially when implementing electronic prescribing that indicate
international non-proprietary name 19 (INN) and policies promoting the usage of cheaper
generic substitution.
Another concern is that payment disclosure would affect the professional reputation of doctor
as a close collaborator with the pharmaceutical company. New web-based technologies
stimulated the development of professional networking sites like Sermo20, Doximity21, where
other professionals interact and share their experience of working with pharmaceutical
companies and mark a professional as collaborator with a certain corporation. In the healthcare
community it is easy to differentiate the collaboration for high expertise demanding research
that is reflected in high payment to strictly promotional relations with pharmaceutical
companies.
It is uncertain how the industry will react to the information comparing promotional or research
spending with its competitors. For sure, benchmarking exercises will show new trends and
indicate new best practices for the whole industry.

Best Practices in the transparency process
As for today, we can indicate some noticeable examples of good practice that fulfil the idea of
transparency and which can initiate the industry leading changes. As a pioneer activity, could
be mentioned early self -regulation initiative done by the company Pfizer. The corporation was
publishing data related to payments disclose since 2009. That was far before the implementation
of Codes of Conduct for the industry. The area that should be analysed is the condition of
consent for publication. At present, applying European legislation in force, the consent of the
collaborator is required to publish their data. In case of lack of this consent, payment
information is published as an aggregate figure.
As an example of best practices would be the proposal of the company to establish relationship
with healthcare professional only in the condition the consent for publication is given. Bright
example was given by the company GloaxoSmithKline, affirming that it will not collaborate
with the doctor without the consent, and where the consent is given but subsequently
withdrawn, won´t continue charring out the promotional activities covered by individual
disclosure for a period of one year 22.
Should be stressed out that society has increasingly high expectations for transparency, and the
forthcoming European politics in pharmaceutical sector almost certainly would lead to
disclosure of all collaborations. In that scenario, the reinforcement of transparency measures
might encourage future legislative changes that impose the obligation of disclosure, which
liberate the companies from seeking individual consent. This could be attributed to the new
trend in the industry for self-regulation23. Forecasting, the common used practice might be
including the information about the disclosure as a clause in the contract. Further, might be
19
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accepted just merely informing the collaborator about the publication in the situation when such
publication would be required by national legislation.
Another issue to discuss would be the limit of transfer value that shall be published. Most of
national Codes of conducts for industry establish different limits to avoid administrative
burdens for accounting of small values such as hospitality gifts, coffee or sandwiches. In
France24 this limit was established as 10 Euro25, but in US we can see revealed even few dollar
coffees as transfers of value. Solutions that facilitate reporting are anticipated.
The US initiative in the Sunshine Act 26 requires transparency in disclosing interests and
participations in turnovers of pharmaceuticals companies. It is difficult to foresee European
reinforcements of this measure but it is an important issue to consider in further regulations.

Fair market value of consultancy services
Exposing of transferred values of competitors would create market references for collaboration
activities. Benchmark exercises will help establish fair market value 27 for certain work and
exceeding this amount might raise questions about the nature of payment. It is fair to
compensate medical consultants and advisors for the work that they carry out for the company
and availability of date for the payment will indicate market levels for such transfers. The risk
for the pharmaceutical companies will be overcompensating an individual physician, and the
medical representatives must understand the principles involved in determining compensation
for these experts’ services.
A good practice might be considered publishing an open calls for collaboration 28 , that are
available to apply for researchers and every healthcare professional that has an expertise in
certain field. Clinical studies, advisory board, marketing studies of patients’ needs or different
forms of involvement in on-going or future projects could be announced on the company
website. The transparency of selection criteria for collaboration might also attract the higher
number of qualified candidates.

24
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Medical speeches and congress
Use of healthcare professionals as promotional speakers is one of the most common forms of
collaboration with the pharmaceutical industry. Without question, healthcare professionals can
offer better knowledge and expertise to provide information about products because of their
experience in the medical field.
The industry can evolve this relationship in different ways. It could limit the promotional
character of speeches and convert them into educational meetings. This idea promoted by
Johnson & Johnson, claiming that the majority of the educational meetings produced by Janssen
do not focus on a single drug but on disease areas. Only International Nonproprietary Names
(INN) of Medicines are used and any discussions about specific treatments are balanced and
fact-based29. Some companies stated that they will end with prescription relates speeches, but
next years will verify those affirmations.
Another approach was presented by Novartis, which affirms that the use of healthcare
professionals as promotional speakers is increasingly being restricted to specific situations, for
example, when a new product becomes available. External healthcare professionals may engage
as speakers for Novartis products for up to 18 months 30. The best practice would be that this
rule should refer to promotion only of new medicines ant not new purchases of already known
products.
The sponsorship of medical congresses is the form of collaboration that is highly appreciated
by healthcare professionals. An on-going good practice is providing the invitation to the
congress in the name of the medical centre and allowing the healthcare centre to choose the
participants 31. This solution confers the transfer of value without any mutual consideration by
other side. It is worth stressing that this tendency will work in the best interest of institutions
that can invest in their best specialists. The transparency trend on medical congress also
imposed the obligation to perform the promotional sessions of pharmaceutical companies in a
separated agenda or that could be easily distinguished form scientific content of the congress
program. Also in some conferences the promotional sessions take place in the lunchtime so the
participants can freely decide about their participation.
In this aspect, the best practices are the organisation of congresses with strict educational
content without providing any entertainment. Some companies offers exclusively invitations
for events without the payment for travel or lodging for participating at such events.

Medical representatives
Can be observed that the profession of medical representative, the person that promotes the
medicinal product directly to healthcare professional, is decreasing in numbers. Access to the
information is easily available online and the law scrutiny is enforcing. Regulations governing
the behaviour of sales representatives are also getting tougher worldwide. The obligation of
receiving consent from the doctor for the publication of its name on the website and reporting
all gifts or payments to healthcare professionals had an influence on the situation, but the
29
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important change occurred in the medical environment itself. It is becoming more common for
doctors to refuse to see any sales representatives.
The use of sales forces is expected be limited and the new business model will be applied. Very
innovative was the announcement of GLAXO that sales targets would not be applied as the
base of their representatives’ remuneration. Instead, the company would incentive medical
representatives on the basis of customer service and scientific understanding 32.
The next years will show further changes in the industry, now we can only talk hypothetically
about the further reduction of sales representatives and focusing on new kind of sales aspects
like tendering specialists, negotiator with institutions or regulation authorities. In the context of
the aging society, the patient-focus approach might be widely applied and new positions for
such collaboration would be required.
Also online promotion 33 will be increasingly more popular. The presentation of scientific
information to healthcare specialists and patients in a form they can readily understand will
become more prevalent. The use of social media and innovative data collection and digital
application will continue to expand, as these become commonly used channels to exchange
information with doctors. It is anticipated to see the application of those communication
methods by pharmaceutical companies, and as well considered a good practice, if the quality
and accessibility of such information will comply with legal regulations related to the
promotion of pharmaceutical products.

Healthcare professionals’ feedback on disclosure and personal data protection.
In my opinion, the focus on healthcare professionals´ experience in the transparency process
should be enhanced. Two very important outcomes should be achieved. The first one is carrying
out all transparency activities to assure that all healthcare professionals’ rights will be
preserved. That includes personal data handling in accordance to the UE law 34. The process of
publishing payments data started in summer 2016, so few months later the feedback form
medical community will be given in regards to the protection of their personal information.
The second outcome of the transparency process should be better understanding by patients of
the nature of collaboration with pharmaceutical companies. Understanding collaboration from
doctors’ point of view is essential to the healthcare professional reputation. As an example of a
good practice could be indicated publication on the company website a doctor´s testimony on
his experience on collaboration with the industry35.
More examples of such testimonies could focus society’s attention on positive results of this
process that are frequently overlooked by scandals publicized by media. Promoting good
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initiatives and examples on best practices from the EFPIA member organisations 36 should be
not only know to the industry stakeholders, but should have more, well deserved, media
attention.

Transparency process outcomes
Self-regulation of the industry and some initiatives of sector´s enterprises that exceed the
EFPIA Code foundations, made the transparency initiative in Europe a very successful process.
Greater public scrutiny of healthcare professional’s relationships with pharmaceutical
companies is having a positive outcome for society in terms of the fulfilment of the society
expectations and improving patient trust in the doctor-patient relationship.
Furthermore, this transparency movement in UE would introduce changes in the
pharmaceutical industry, imposing the evaluation of the present business model. It is expected
to introduce new instruments to promote medical products and to interact with healthcare
professionals. Business model changing after disclosure discussed here, hopefully would head
into branding participating companies as trustworthy and socially responsible.

36
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Jonathan Hernandes Marcantonio*,
Shame Sanctions and the Law in a Postmodern Perspective
Abstract: This paper aims to investigate why we can identify in the so called Post-modern
Western Civilization the increase of shame sanctions with the scope of social rehabilitation
instead of the traditional coercive power of Law. The hypothesis that I will work on is the
possibility of Individualization process dispenses the reference of the Alter, i.e. the State
as Institution of Law, in the conduct establishment process as well as its control in a social
perspective. This movement would be clarified through the contemporary psychoanalysis
debate, in its social standards. The present paper will be structured as it follows, always
considering a theoretical perspective: 1) The presentation of the modern shame sanction
matter; 2) Identification of what kind of relation there is judges of modern and democratic
civilizations, decisions and Shame Sanctions 3) Identification of perspective in Postmodern society change in a psychoanalysis perspective and 4) Its impact in the
comprehension of the dynamic between Law and Society, considering the social
generalization of Law through guilt and its individual subjective potential tendency through
the Shame.
Keywords: modern shame-sanctions, rule of law: western civilization, postmodern
mentality, psychoanalysis in social theory

Introduction
Western Law in its modern standards used to reject Shame as a legitimate way of enforcement.
The reasons relay on heritage middle age forms of use shame as punishment, usually associate
that with some kind of physically or psychologically violence. So, in modern form of law, the
Rule of Law, followed by Due process of law and the idea that Freedom was supposed to be
the most important value in an western society, turning at this point the medieval concept of
punishment in a more rational and civilized way, which resulted in an banishment of shame of
every modern European law doctrine or jurisprudence tradition. The political reason of that was
consolidated in the Democracy mentality, specially under the argument the State should not be
responsible of revenge acts. Instead of it, the rationality must be the guiding line to government
decisions and juridical sentences.
However, the modern World has seen in the cradle of modern way of democracy, local
sentences that inflict Shame as sanctions manifested in many forms. Almost instantly there
were critical papers about it, as well some defenders one. In this way I believe the works of
James Q. Whitman 1 and Tony M. Massaro 2 can be used as outstanding references, among
others. This debate enlighten us of some moral perspective in using shame sanctions in modern
law systems whose can be raised in two premises: (1) Differentiate Modern and Medieval ways
of Shame sanctions arguing that both has no similarity with each other, especially when the
first one is not allowed causing, through shame, violence, specially physical one. (2) Through
this statement, the discussions about the forms of Modern Shame Sanctions were established in
the attempt of answer the same question: Are shame sanctions, in a modern perspective, morally
good and congruent of Modern Law Systems those democratically legitimate?
*
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I do not believe that I could contribute to this kind of discussion, especially because I truly
believe the works cited above would be able to reach the most important points in the pursuit
of answering the question earlier cited. However, I believe that there is a deeper point that the
previous question does not have condition to reach and I believe that it could be the central
problem of the Modern use of Shame Sanctions. It is about another perspective of the use of
Shame as sanctions, not just about if it is good or bad the use of Shame sanctions in modern
western societies but why modern judges and courts try to do social adjustment through the
inflicting of shame sanctions, especially when the modern societies supposed to guide their
sentences in a rational way, try to stipulate guilt in conducts and, then inflicting a civilized
sentence.
This question cannot be answered precisely and certainly not without let many other questions
in the air. So I will attempt to pointing some theoretical references that could be able to make
us organize and identify some good points of question with no intention of solve this problem
in few pages. Much less than that, I will try to turn our eyes of some movements of society and
then try to identify good points that could guide our answer or, better, improve my question.

Modern Law, modern Judges?
The question about the use of Shame Sanctions would be easily solved if we try relaying some
kind of bad responsibility on the Judges or Courts those sentenced Shame sanctions. In this
way, we could simply say that those Judges are judging wrongly and they are exceptions in the
Rule of Law’s World 3. But it is not that simple. Contemporary and Western Judges know a lot
about Democratic standards of Due process of Law and the duty of the Law pro Social Order
by respecting some fundamental rights. This constitutional essence of Modern Law is present
in every democratic western Nation. It would not be different in the United States of America,
where lays the beginning of all of it.
We should, then, try understanding this phenomenon, in the first place, through the eyes of the
Judges4. They could have realized something, consciously or not, that turn practical the use of
shame sanctions and, more, make that compatible with the democratic principles than the other
sentences those I will entitle here as “Guilt Sanctions” (Which has its origins in an rational
analysis of person responsibility). So, pragmatically, they try to make a choice whereas the
Shame could support those principles, democratic ones and, more, could be eventually more
effective than “Guilt Sanctions”.
I cannot also simply agree that is just a Moral reaction matter of the Judges, in a response of an
unorganized, chaotic and libertine society5. The Christianity argument can be definitely use and
present in these inferences, but it is not a new thing. It was always there. I believe that we have
investigate what is changed in the last decades that make acceptable, the fact that Judges try to
solve juridical issues with the use Shame 6 . If we want identify that, we cannot call that a
retrocession simply, reducing this phenomenon to some delay of part of the American Judges.
We, then, have to suppose that, when this choice was made, it was due some possible change
of social mentality. That is precisely my hypothesis.
3
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Freud, as always…
It is hard to suppose intuitively there could be any change in contemporary society that has as
one of its consequences this type of change in Law mentality, especially when the social theory
available discusses those kinds of emotion, i.e., Shame and Guilt having as reference in some
level the psychoanalysis theory. Thanks to Freud, the Civilization Process has been understood
and followed by some kind of emotions control, by suppressing them, and that was what make
the Western Civilization possible, and, at the same time, brought the most important subjective
pathologies to the mankind. Trying to explaining this movement, Freud in his most used work
in social theory7 express some kind of appearance order of this emotions in primitive social
groups. First came Shame (Scham) than Guilt (Schuld).
Actually, there is just one passage of the work cited above that put those emotions in that order
– a footnote, by the way (p. 229). – and Freud already had wrote about Guilt almost two decades
earlier that8. Anyway, one of the greatest Social thinker of 20 th Century, Norbert Elias, as a
ratification, described that passage as a process, the civilization process. 9 This Idea was adopted
by the most part of Europeans social thinkers and established as some kind of “theoretical
common sense” about how the western civilization was developed. This positioning has been
consolidated due the several serious works in this sense. 10
At this point, the civilization theoretical status which establishes the Modern Law, could be
understood exclusively through the management of Guilt in several degrees of Individual Life,
what also cover the social and institutional spheres, relaying on Shame just a relevant historical
social perspective, which do not have a significant part in contemporary society, especially to
the effectiveness of Rule of Law. To that, a third created “person” has the role (as a symbolical
Father) - through the emotional mechanism of guilt - making possible the interaction of people.
In this sense, “modern Law” would be the concretization of this mechanism, consolidating the
idea that the western Civilization was emotionally built under the management of Guilt in
Conscious and Unconscious level. This symbolical Father is, in Psychoanalysis, the Superego,
which could be manifested in many forms, depending on the psychic structure present in each
person, individually; Socially, and to what is important in this work, that could be the Modern
State.
What happens, though, if this symbolical figure has no longer the power of provoking Guilt,
neither by its presence, nor by its rules and norms? To a relevant part of the authors of this area
affirms that the psychic mechanism cited above must be rearranged. To explain that I will use
as reference one of the most important contemporary thinkers of this mechanism, i.e., DanyRobert Dufour, who says the change of capitalism forms, since 1929, was followed by a drastic
change of social behavior, but internally of the individuals, those who became more egoistic.
With that change, the Guilt, which requires a worry to others, was slowly losing its power of
adjustment to Civilization. In that sense, all the legal Structure, based on Guilt, has no longer
the same relevance, in an individual psychic perspective (Consciously or not), in the role of
adjusting socially. According to Dufour, Shame became the most predominant feeling of so
called post-modern society (that after 1929), precisely due the narcissism reference of this kind
7
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of emotion11. As consequent, would be almost “natural” that this type of dynamic urged in Law
enforcement.
I am not saying – actually, I hardly doubt – that the Judges whose applied Shame Sanctions had
read Dufour, not even have the awareness of all this process, or else, this kind of theoretical
debate. But, this process can be perceptible in Society and a Judge, especially Counties one,
can be the unconscious and intuitive comprehension of this phenomenon, trying solving the
problem by changing the emotional framework of their sentences. I can use, as example, the
interview given to Los Angeles Time, from a Texas district Judge about the reason that he use
to inflict Shame Sanctions in some kind of crimes convicted persons. He said that: “The people
I see have too good a self-esteem, I want them to feel guilty about what they've done. I don't
want 'em to leave the courthouse having warm fuzzies inside.” 12 . Of course there is some
serious consequences of this kind of emotional management in Juridical Sentences and the
District Judges usually do not reflect the consequences of this sort of decision to Law System
or mentality, precisely because they have a pragmatic perspective of Law. But what they have
in mind when they inflict some Shame Sanctions it is precisely what all of western civilization
can experience in some level. The change of some Social establishment, what come also from
inside the individuals and not just some change of social references. All the new standards of
Modern Society - New-liberalism, globalism, Internet, Democracy and so on – are leading
changes in so many levels of society and individuals, that it is completely impossible to Law as
whole keep the same sphere of act and modus operandi. The change came to everyone and
everything.

11

DUFOUR, Dany-Robert. L´art de réduire lês têtes. Paris. Denoeil. 2003. pp. 105-110.
Judges Are Resorting to Shame in Sentencing Criminals. In April 26th 1998. According to:
http://articles.latimes.com/1998/apr/26/news/mn-43159.
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Psycholegal opinion - legal and ethical issues
Abstract: Psychology expert witnesses are employed in an increasing number of criminal,
civil and family cases. Considering this, they are expected to have appropriate
qualifications, that is, knowledge and experience, as well as an appropriate moral attitude.
Due to this, psychologists are required to improve their professional capabilities actively
by developing their knowledge, skills and moral competences. The aim of this paper is to
present the most important tasks of judicial psychologists on the example of family and
custody law, in legal and ethical aspects, which are closely connected with the professional
standards of an expert witness, which should be respected in the process of psycholegal
opinion forming.
Keywords: expert witness, judicial psychologist, Code of Professional Conduct, standards of
psychological assessment

Introduction
Among the people recorded on lists of expert witnesses in district courts, experts in judicial
psychology are a considerable group. On the one hand, this situation is a result of the ongoing
development of psychology, so the representatives of this profession participate more and more
frequently in the actions of the judiciary. On the other hand, the phenomenon is influenced by
the humanization of the law in the broad sense. It should be also noted that, due to the changes
in the forms of crime, psychology is faced with more and more challenges which go beyond
the traditional scope of action (e.g. the participation in the mediation between the perpetrator
and the victim of the crime, participation in the profiling of crime perpetrators, etc.).
The tasks of a judicial psychology expert witness include, most of all, preparing assessments
and opinions for the needs of prosecuting authorities and the judiciary. In research facilities
dealing with these issues, already existing methods are improved and new research tools are
developed. Fields related to judicial psychology include investigative psychology, which is
focused on the principles of conducting an investigation, establishing action strategies and
obtaining so-called personal evidence1. Other areas of interest are psychology of confessions
and testimony, criminal psychology and family psychology. Correctional psychology is an
important area from the point of view of the analysis of the functioning of people in the prison
setting and of the social rehabilitation process 2.
The situation presented above leads to a closer and closer cooperation of judicial psychology
expert witnesses with representatives of other areas related to the judiciary, e.g. criminology,
criminalistics, forensic science, psychiatry and sexology. The aim of this article is to present
*
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selected aspects of the work of a psychology expert witness on the example of the process of
preparing and issuing psycholegal opinions in family and custody cases.

Professional competence of psychology expert witnesses
The role of an expert judicial psychologist employed by legal protection bodies becomes more
and more important. Therefore it is crucial that these actions are performed by objective,
experienced and knowledgeable specialists. From the formal point of view, the requirements
for an expert witness are that he or she must be a person who is 25 years old or more, has full
civil rights and has special knowledge, that is, theoretical and practical knowledge in a specific
field of study and other skills, guarantees that the duties of an expert witness will be duly
performed and agrees to perform the function. Relevant competence should be confirmed by
appropriate documents 3. The candidate for an expert witness is required to present an opinion
from the workplace, and in case of a liberal profession, such opinion (recommendation) can be
issued by an applicable association or trade organisation.
It should be noted that psychology is a field in which not only competence is of key importance,
but also the moral attitude, which will be discussed further. A psychologist investigates how
mental processes arise and manifest themselves, analyses the consciousness, emotional states,
cognitive processes and ideas, as well as the relations between the human being and the
environment, as well as the principles governing these relations. In this context, a psychology
expert witness diagnoses normal conditions and phenomena, as well as abnormal conditions
connected with mental disorders and dysfunctions (psychoses, neuroses etc.). The first case can
be referred to as a psychological diagnosis, and the second one as a clinical diagnosis. The
scope of actions performed and the specific responsibility of an expert witness should impose
the requirement of special skills, knowledge and professional experience on people applying to
be listed as expert witnesses 4 . To ensure the proper performance in the profession of a
psychologist (as in any other profession), it is necessary to improve one’s skills continuously.
It involves gaining new knowledge about humans and their psyche, which makes it possible to
implement new, more efficient diagnostic methods and procedures. This necessity is often
stressed in the professional code of ethics for psychologists: “continuous professional
development and striving for continuous personal development is an obligation of a
psychologist. The qualifications of a psychologist should reflect the current state of knowledge
and psychological techniques” 5. A psychologist makes use of the latest achievements of global
science, which results in the necessity to verify the knowledge gained during university studies,
to update and expand it. It seems obvious that the above requirement is particularly applicable
to experts in judicial psychology. Moreover, in many cases an expert witness prepares a judicial
psychology opinion which directly influences the final verdict of the court. Considering this, it
is appropriate to implement a system of competence assessment for people applying to become
expert witnesses, as well as of periodical verification of expert witnesses listed in district
courts6. The lack of statutory regulations concerning expert witnesses does not allow for the
implementation of the said procedures. In this situation, the efforts of Polskie Towarzystwo
Psychologiczne (Polish Psychological Society) and Polskie Towarzystwo Psychologów
Sądowych (Polish Society of Judicial Psychologists) as well as other organisations gathering
3
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psychologists in order to develop essential guidelines regulating these issues must be evaluated
positively.

The moral aspect of the role of a psychology expert witness
The work of a psychology expert witness involves enormous responsibility, and its scope in the
moral aspect is specified in the professional code of ethics for psychologists. The introduction
to the code points out the reasons for this responsibility, resulting from the fact that “a human
being is in the centre of interest and influence”. Regarding the specifics of the work of a
psychologist as an expert witness, this influence is of special importance, as it concerns cases
with a heavy emotional load, such as ones involving divorce and custody. In such cases, the
process of collecting reliable knowledge about the most intimate areas of human functioning
requires exceptional gentleness, diplomacy and tact. According to the contents of the code, a
psychology expert witness is required to evaluate human actions in a reliable and objective way,
and not to evaluate a person as such. As a result, it is necessary to separate one’s own emotional
states from the reality being assessed. The ethical code expresses it by the need to respect human
dignity, with the free and reasonable nature, that is, the identity and autonomy of the human
being, as the basis of it. It is human action which is subject to moral assessment, not the human
being, whose value (dignity), is non-negotiable. It is impossible for any action to deprive a
human being of this value.
Therefore, during the process of preparing an opinion, a psychology expert witness must
consider the consequences of his or her influence on the recipient(s) in the future.
Psychologists’ help should not be conditional on such issues as “social standing, financial
status, political views, worldview and value system, race, nationality and age, as well as the
character of problems that require psychological intervention”7. This last element is crucial with
regard to the tasks performed within the profession of an expert psychologist.
Therefore, the moral responsibility of a psychology expert consists mainly in the fact that in
any case he or she must be aware of the consequences arising from the contact with another
human being within his or her professional role. It is even more important as the psychological
knowledge is not only knowledge in the strict, scientific sense. This means that in psychology
there are no clear-cut solutions and methods that would ensure reliable and objective
measurement of mental qualities. The tools used in psychological diagnosis are very sensitive
to any distortions and biases beyond the control of the examiner. It should also be noted that a
psychologist, regarding his or her own subjective cognitive perspective, is an extremely
important source of distortion which can affect the form and content of the final conclusions.
In the course of the examination process, and then of the opinion-forming process, the expert
witness uses not only his or her knowledge, but also emotions, attitudes, certain expectations,
burden of experience, as well as other important factors which affect the outcome of the
examination. Therefore, in the prepared opinion, one should speak in terms of probability rather
than certainty, always being aware of the limitations of a psychological opinion which result
from the phenomena mentioned above 8.

7
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Psycholegal opinion in family and custody cases
Article 278 of the Code of Civil Procedure is the legal basis for the acceptance of evidence from
the opinion of expert witnesses in the course of civil proceedings 9. It is of crucial importance
in cases concerning family and custody law. Family courts, in every case which regards custody
or the regulation of the contacts between one of the parents and a child, appoint an expert
psychologist, who is supposed to determine which parent should be given primary custody of
the child and how the contacts with the other parent should be regulated. In case of a custody
dispute between the parties, it is important to establish which parent gives a better guarantee as
the primary custodian of the child. A psychological opinion makes it possible to establish how
the parental rights should be exercised, with which parent the child should live and, for instance,
if the supervision of a court-appointed guardian over the family is necessary, or if there are
reasons for family therapy or parenting workshops10.
In such cases, opinions are prepared by specialist institutions commissioned by family courts
and the prosecutor’s office. Until 31 December 2015, these were Family Diagnostic and
Consultation Centres (Rodzinne Ośrodki Diagnostyczno-Konsultacyjne – RODK), which
performed psychological, educational and medical examinations and issued opinions on their
basis 11. The centres acted as mediators in juvenile cases and family cases, provided specialist
care and advice to minors and their families, as well as to families under the threat of
demoralisation. Their important task was also to co-operate with institutions enforcing court
judgments as well as institutions and organisations dealing with issues related to family care
and support.
Psychologists who prepared opinions for the needs of RODK did not have to be – and often
were not – expert witnesses sworn before the court. The unlawfulness of their opinions being
accepted by courts was pointed out by, among others, the Polish Ombudsman, who listed
several irregularities in the functioning of the said centres 12 . After the verdict of the
Constitutional Tribunal, RODK were dissolved 13. On 1 January 2016, they were replaced by
Consultative Teams of Judicial Specialists (Opiniodawcze Zespoły Sądowych Specjalistów),
whose task is to prepare opinions, on commission of the court or the prosecutor, in family,
custody and juvenile cases, on the basis of psychological, educational or medical
examinations 14. These teams act as mediators, conduct community interviews in juvenile cases,
and provide specialist advice for minors, juveniles and their families. A team consists of
specialists in psychology, pedagogy, paediatrics, family medicine, internal medicine,
psychiatry, and child and youth psychiatry. The activities of the teams are supervised by the
Minister of Justice. The supervision concerns formal issues regarding the compliance with the
formal standards of issuing opinions and of psychological, pedagogical and medical
examination, as well as the timeliness of preparing the opinions 15. It must be noted that the
psychological diagnosis of family relations and each parent’s child-rearing competencies is an
extremely difficult and complex task. In divorce cases, escalation of negative emotions and
attempts to use children in the conflict with the spouse are observed. Considering this, the
opinion-preparing process requires specific competence, but also sensitivity, in order to protect
children from the negative impact of this situation.
9
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Regarding proceedings in juvenile cases, the main objective is prevention, understood as an
attempt to prevent demoralisation and crime of minors, as well as rehabilitation, which makes
it possible for juveniles who have been in conflict with the law or with the principles of social
interaction to return to normal life. Due to this, all actions concerning children and teenagers
should be taken with regard to the age of the person concerned, current health condition, stage
of physical and mental development, personality traits, behaviour, reasons for and degree of
demoralisation, qualities of the environment of origin and the conditions of upbringing. This
indicates the need for the examinations to be conducted and opinions to be issued by
interdisciplinary teams of expert witnesses, which are able to prepare a comprehensive
diagnosis and rehabilitation or therapy recommendations, as well as to develop guidelines for
the work with the family16. In such a team, a psychology expert diagnoses the personality of
the subject in order to determine the behaviour mechanisms. Therefore, it is necessary to know
the personality in its cognitive, emotional and social aspect, as well as self-image. The
psychological diagnosis involves the assessment of mechanisms of emotional control and
motivational processes, with regard to the disturbing influence of physiological factors on these
processes. An expert psychologist, thanks to specialized examination tools, can precisely
determine the level of intellectual development of the subject and the profile of his or her
cognitive skills. A psychiatrist prepares opinions on the mental health of the subject, including
cases concerning sanity and the justification for using precautionary measures. It should be
noted that the full analysis of the situation of a juvenile should be based on both psychiatric and
psychological criteria17.

Standards of psycholegal opinion in family and custody cases
An expert in any field of study, including psychology, can be viewed from the perspective of
the provisions of the Code of Criminal Procedure regulating the formal aspect of the work of a
person possessing special knowledge. The work of an expert witness can be evaluated on the
basis of the compliance of his or her conduct with the professional code of ethics for
psychologists. This is particularly important with regard to impartiality during the performance
of examinations and the presentation of their outcome in front of the court, as well as informing
the commissioning body about the possibility and occurrence of a conflict of interest. The third
important component of the evaluation of the work of an expert witness is the practical
implementation of the standards of conduct in issuing the psycholegal opinion 18.
The key issue which determines the actions of an expert witness in psychology is the
competence for performing the commissioned examinations and issuing opinions. Considering
the fact that psychology is a constantly developing field of study, it is necessary to expand one’s
knowledge and improve one’s skills regularly. Regarding family and custody cases, it is
necessary to have up-to-date knowledge in the field of diagnosis of both children and adults,
knowledge of issues concerning parenting and development as well as marriage and family life,
of the role of each parent in the process of child-rearing, of typical phenomena occurring in the
situation of parents’ break-up and involvement in court proceedings, and, finally, of the basics
of clinical psychology. It should be a standard of conduct for a psychology expert witness to
undertake the preparation of an opinion for the court only in the conditions which allow for
conducting a psychological diagnosis with due diligence (having appropriate tools and facilities
as well as sufficiently long time). It is even more important considering the fact that an expert
16
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witness is responsible for the methodological correctness of the opinion 19 . Therefore, it is
crucial for an expert witness to establish if the subject matter and scope of problems included
in the opinion can be handled by means of psychological knowledge. Another key element is
to establish whether the material provided by the commissioner and the examination of the
people indicated will make it possible to answer the questions asked. If the answer is negative,
the expert witness negotiates with the commissioner in order to obtain additional material or to
expand (or narrow down) the group of examined persons. In family and custody cases, there is
often a need to examine additional persons participating in childcare, and to get access to the
files of other cases in which the participants of the current examination were involved, to
guardians’ reports and to community interviews. Considering the complex subject matter of
such cases, examinations performed by a team of at least two expert witnesses should be a
standard procedure.
Expert witnesses giving opinions in family and custody law cases are equipped with research
tools which include the observation of the subject’s behaviour, a psychological interview or
conversation, as well as tests and other methods of personality examination, or specific tools,
e.g. ones targeted at examining attitudes, parenting competencies etc. These tools should be
selected in such a way as to complement and verify one another. Examination elements and
tools should be selected according to the role of the subject in the family system 20.
Examination results are compared with materials included in case files and with the results of
examinations of other people being in a close interaction with the subject (if such materials are
available). An expert witness analyses and interprets the collected material according to the
standards of use applicable to particular tools. The collected material consists of, most of all,
the assessment of the child’s physical and mental development, and the evaluation of the
parents’ child-rearing competencies and the childcare environment created by the parents. The
basis for verification is the comparison of all obtained results of the examined person with the
information about the occurrence of specific behaviour mechanisms throughout his or her life,
obtained from the case files and other persons’ examinations. The final conclusions of the
opinion should constitute the answers to the research questions asked.
It must be emphasized that the experts’ opinions must meet formal conditions with regard to
the requirements of the Code of Criminal Procedure, but they must also be worded clearly as
far as the form and content are concerned. The content must be understandable for the reader,
but also constitute a clear line of scientific reasoning. All necessary specialist terms should be
explained, and if a term has various definitions or if certain phenomena are interpreted
differently in various theoretical approaches within psychology, it is advisable to indicate the
source or theory to which the expert is referring.
In case the expert finds formal or substantial errors in his or her opinion, or if the commissioning
institution provides new information, it is necessary to verify the prepared opinion in order to
update it or prepare a new one.
The issued opinion, as part of the evidence, is evaluated by the court according to Article 233
(1) of the Code of Civil Procedure. The judges assess the credibility and strength of the
19
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evidence according to their own discretion, on the basis of a thorough consideration of the
collected material. However, considering the fact that a psycholegal opinion contains special
information, particular care is required during this assessment. The specific nature of the
evidence from an expert opinion is that the substantive aspect of the opinion is controlled by
the court that has no access to special information, only in accordance with the principles of
logical thinking, life experience and common knowledge. The criteria for the evaluation of this
evidence also include the following: the expert’s level of knowledge, the theoretical basis for
the opinion, the way of supporting the stance included in it, and the firmness of the assessment
expressed21.

Summary
Psychology expert witnesses are used in an increasing number of family and custody law cases.
Considering this, these people are expected to have appropriate knowledge and experience. In
many cases, judicial psychologists have to deal with complex and varied problems and they are
burdened with special responsibility resulting from the function of an expert witness. Therefore,
it seems necessary to introduce assessment (in the broad sense) of professional qualifications
of people applying to be listed as judicial psychology expert witnesses, as well as their
periodical verification. These actions should considerably contribute to the improvement of the
skills of preparing and issuing psycholegal opinions, for the needs of both law enforcement
agencies and judicial bodies.

21 Wyrok Sądu Apelacyjnego w Szczecinie z 10 czerwca 2014 r. Syg. III AUa 1020/13, LEX nr 148057.
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Stefan Kirchner*, Military Contractors as Corporate Human Rights Holders: An
Arctic Perspective‡
Abstract: Not only natural but also legal persons can enjoy rights under the European
Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), provided that they are not too closely related to the
state. Private military and security companies (PMSCs) can have rights under the
Convention, such as the right to property (Art. 1 Prot. I) which can include reasonable
expectations of profit. As restrictive national regulation of PMSCs is becoming more likely,
Europe-based PMSCs will in the long run have to deal with the question of whether they
will be able to employ ECHR-rights to offset the effects of domestic regulation. At the
heart of the issue is the question whether Art. 34 ECHR, which gives standing only to “nongovernmental” entities, covers commercial enterprises which engage in activities which are
classically located squarely in the realm of the state. PMSCs challenge the state’s monopoly
to the use of armed force. The existing bias against mercenaries is not restricted to the law
of armed conflict but is also reflected in human rights law as the distinction between
governmental agents and non-governmental entities is breaking down. While the European
Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) has dealt with commercial and quasi-commercial
activities of states (e.g. in Radio France v. France, Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping Lines
v. Turkey and Österreichischer Rundfunk v. Austria), the rights of commercial enterprises
which de facto exercise armed power on behalf of states have not yet received sufficient
attention at the ECtHR. In the jurisprudence of the ECtHR a functional approach can be
identified which can provide the basis for a twofold approach to PMSC rights under the
Convention.
Keywords: European Court of Human Rights, European Convention on Human Rights,
Private Military and Security Companies, contractor, mercenary.

Introduction
A few years ago, in particular in the context of Operation Iraqi Freedom, Private Military and
Security Companies (PMSCs) attracted the interest of the international law community. While
the level of this interest appears to have waned in recent years, PMSCs remain relevant. For
some years, Russia has been dramatically expanding its presence in the Arctic 1 in ways which
are not yet matched by the West. While military contractors with relevance to the Arctic region
are mainly working on technological aspects, such as the development of vehicles and weapons,
in the long run it appears likely that PMSCs will also be used for tasks such as force protection,
at least if speed and size of the build-up of military forces in the Arctic will increase, at least in
case regular armed forces will be too stretched to fulfill all force protection tasks. This increases
the likelihood of, potentially violent, interactions between PMSCs and civilians in the Arctic.
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Based on Saint Augustine’s just war theory 2 states are supposed to enjoy a monopoly
concerning the use of armed force. 3 It is not a coincidence that there is no permanent UN Army 4
and that mercenaries are not afforded the same rights as members of the regular armed forces
upon capture in battle and do not become prisoners of war. 5 The transfer of factual power from
armed forces to PMSCs undermines this principle. While the transfer of authority already raises
questions in other sectors such as privatization’s of services which used to be provided by the
state, it becomes even more problematic when the authority to use armed force is transferred
from states to corporations. 6 The question before us is how PMSCs fits into the
governmental/non-governmental division presupposed by Art. 34 ECHR, which reads as
follows:
The Court may receive applications from any person, non-governmental organisation or
group of individuals claiming to be the victim of a violation by one of the High Contracting
Parties of the rights set forth in the Convention or the protocols thereto. The High
Contracting Parties undertake not to hinder in any way the effective exercise of this right.

While there has been some jurisprudence on the role of state-owned companies, private
companies are generally thought to be covered by Art. 34 ECHR and the topic receives little
attention. 7 The emergence of PMSCs requires that the limitations placed upon private
companies by Art. 34 ECHR are examined as well.
In the wake of the Blackwater scandal 8 PMSCs have become the object of more scrutiny and
national regulation of PMSC activities is becoming more likely. Some governments are bound
to prevent PMSCs based in their states from taking over security functions for their armed
forces abroad. It is this scenario which provides the background for this investigation – the
exercise of security functions on behalf of governments. As domestic regulation is bound to
increase, internationally guaranteed rights become more important for PMSCs, in particular for
those companies which base their business on government contracts. Therefore we also have to
look at the nexus of PMSCs and human rights not only from the perspective of civilians but

2

For St. Augustine, a just war required iustus finis (just goal, e.g. establish peace), iusta causa (just cause, e.g.
repel an invader) as well as legitima auctoritas (a legitimate authority had to order the war, either God or a king
or similar ruler) and the individual soldier had to be able to see his military service as a service for peace in the
long run.
3 On the state monopoly on the use of force cf. Hannes Wimmer, The State’s Monopoly on Legitimate Violence –
Violence in History and in Contemporary World Society as Challenges to the State, available online at
http://homepage.univie.ac.at/johann.wimmer/Wimmer-AkadWiss.pdf. Last access 29 March 2010.
4 On recent attempts see Olivia Ward, United Nations ‘Army’ Proposed, in: Toronto Star, 15 June 2006. Available
at http://www.globalpolicy.org/component/content/article/199/40955.html. Last access 29 March 2010.
5 Cf. Leslie C. Green, The contemporary law of Armed conflict, 2nd ed. (Manchester: Manchester University Press,
2000), at 108, there fn. 29.
6
An even more problematic issue is raised when PMSC troops are asked to search and kill and foreign citizen
abroad, as has been suspected in the case of Mamoun Darkazanli, a German-Syrian man living in Germany, who
is suspected of being affiliated with the terrorist organization Al Qaida and who allegedly was supposed to be
killed by Blackwater operatives, cf. Antje Passenheim, Killer auf fremdem Terrain, in: Sächsische Zeitung, 27
January 2010. Available at http://www.sz-online.de/nachrichten/artikel.asp?id=2371972. Last access 27 January
2010.
7 Cf. Christoph Grabenwarter, Europäische Menschenrechtskonvention (Munich: Beck, 2008), p. 55; Kersten
Rogge, Art. 34, in: Wolfram Karl (ed.), Internationaler Kommentar zur Europäischen Menschenrechtskonvention
(Cologne: Heymanns, 2007), Art. 34, margin no. 134.
8
In September 2007, Blackwater (now: Xe Services) employees in Baghdad killed 17 civilians including women
and children, cf. Jonathan Beale, Blackwater killings ‘broke rules’, BBC, 15 November 2007. Available at
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/7095764.stm. Last access 27 January 2010.
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also of the corporations which do business by assuming security functions on behalf of
governments.
In the past, PMSCs have been seen almost exclusively as potential violators of human rights
and this perspective should not be changed, given the risks associated with PMSC activities and
the questionable recruitment practices of such companies. 9 Compared to civilians on the streets
of Baghdad, PMSCs are in a position of power. Compared to their states under their jurisdiction
they find themselves PMSCs are merely economic enterprises which exist in order to make a
profit and which are the object of regulation by said states. As PMSCs are considered legitimate
enterprises it is also legitimate to ask how PMSCs can use international human rights norms to
protect their business against intrusive national legislation, regardless of how valid the reasons
for the national legislation in question may be. But while PMSCs will feel the need to resort to
international norms to protect their business interests, they are at a special risk of suffering from
too great a closeness to states. The exercise of authority which might prevent them from
claiming rights under the Convention.
In this investigation we will see if PMSCs can actually rely on the European Convention on
Human Rights (ECHR) to protect their business interests which are based on the factual
exercise of quasi-governmental power through fulfilling military and security tasks on behalf
of national governments.

A. PMSCs under Art. 34 ECHR
I. Art. 34 ECHR
The rules concerning admissibility of applications to the Court, in particular Articles 34 and 35
ECHR, “are a critical aspect of the European Convention System, not least because a very high
proportion of cases are declared inadmissible”. 10
The starting point for the question who can bring a case to the European Court of Human Rights
is Art. 34 of ECHR. According to Art. 34, “[t]he Court may receive applications from any
person, non-governmental organization or group of individuals claiming to be the victim of a
violation by one of the High Contracting Parties of the rights set forth in the Convention or the
protocols thereto.”11 Therefore, in general, not only natural but also legal persons can enjoy
rights under the European Convention on Human Rights, 12 provided that they are not too closely
related to the state, e.g. by exercising public authority. 13 A PMSC, like any corporation, 14 can
9

Patrick J. McDonnell, Iraq contractors recruit Latin America's needy, in: Los Angeles Times, 28 January 2008,
Available at http://articles.latimes.com/2008/jan/28/world/fg-latiniraq28. Last access 28 January 2010.
10 Philip Leach, Taking a Case to the European Court of Human Rights, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2005), 113. It has to be noted, though, that the high percentage of cases which are inadmissible is also owed in a
large part to the fact that the ECtHR does not require the applicant to be represented by a lawyer and that
consequently many applications are made without any legal advice having been given to the applicant.
11 Art. 34 sentence 1 ECHR.
12 Grabenwarter, above, note 6, at 102; Agrotexim and Others v. Greece, Application no. 14807/89, European
Court of Human Rights, judgment of 24 October 1995; RENFE v. Spain, Application no. 35216/97, European
Court of Human Rights, decision of 8 September 1997.
13
Stefan Barden, Grundrechtsfähigkeit gemischt-wirtschaftlicher Unternehmen (Munich: Beck, 2002), pp. 185 et
seq.
14 Cf. Pine Valley Developments Ltd. v. Ireland, Application No. 12742/87, European Court of Human Rights,
judgment of 29 November 1991.
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have rights under the Convention, as can shareholders, 15 trusts, 16 and even dissolved
companies17 and “depending on the nature of the Convention violation alleged, a company itself
may bring an application under the Convention, as may the chairperson and managing director
of the company”18 Of course, corporations can only claim violations of the Convention with
regard to certain rights while other rights are by their very nature only enjoyable by
individuals.19
In a moment we will have a closer look at the key norm in the European Human Rights system
which might be resorted to by corporations to protect their business interests, Art. 1 of the First
Additional Protocol to the Convention.

II. Public authorities under Art. 34 ECHR: The governmental/non-governmental divide in the
jurisprudence of the Convention organs
The intention behind Art. 34 ECHR is to prevent state bodies from bringing applications under
the Convention.20 States parties to the Convention are obliged by the Convention and therefore
it would be paradoxical if the state would sue itself. But as we will see, there can be
constellations in which this principle requires some modification
This is particularly the case with state-owned enterprises. For example, Radio France has been
found by the Court not to be a governmental organization which would be precluded from
applying to the court because Radio France, as a broadcaster, is in a position “which is
comparable to that of private radio stations”. 21 Although Radio France had a public mandate as
a broadcaster, 22 its function is so much comparable to the function of any private radio
broadcaster, that the Court required it to be considered a non-governmental organization. 23
It is particularly noteworthy that the Court considers the function to be decisive, rather than the
form of organization. 24 in which the applicant is organized 25 or even over the question of
15

Leach, above, note 9, at 115; cf. also Agrotexim and Others v. Greece, Application no. 14807/89, European
Court of Human Rights, judgment of 24 October 1995; G. J. v. Luxembourg, Application no. 21156/93, European
Court of Human Rights, judgment of 26 October 2000 and Credit and Industrial Bank v. Czech Republic,
Application No. 29010/95, European Court of Human Rights, judgment of 21 October 2003.
16 Leach, above, note 9, at 115.
17
Ibid.
18 Ibid.
19 Grabenwarter, above, note 6, at 102.
20 Leach, above, note 9, at 16.
21
Ibid., at 124; Radio France v. France, Application No. 53984, European Court of Human Rights, decision of
23 September 2003.
22 On public service mandates of applicants cf. also Österreichischer Rundfunk v. Austria, Application no.
35841/02, European Court of Human Rights, judgment of 7 December 2006, para 8.
23 Note that in a case concerning the BBC, the question was left open: British Broadcasting Corporation v. United
Kingdom, Application No. 25978/94, European Commission of Human Rights, decision of 18 January 1996,
(1996) 21 EHRR CD 93; Leach, above, note 9, at 124.
24 Organisational aspects are only supposed to be indicators, Grabenwarter, above, note 6, at 102.
25 This also applies to forms of regional or local government as any decentralised authority falls outside the scope
of Art. 34 ECHR concerning all activities related to the exercise of public power, Danderyds Kommun v. Sweden,
Application No. 52559/99, European Court of Human Rights, decision of 7 June 2001; Ayuntamiento de M v.
Spain, Application No. 15090/89, European Court of Human Rights, decision of 7 January 1991; Rothenturm
Commune v. Switzerland, Application No. 13252/897, European Commission of Human Rights, decision of 14
December 1988; 16 Austrian Communes and some of their councillors v. Austria, Application No. 5765/77,
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ownership. In the case of the Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping Lines v. Turkey, the fact that
the state had a controlling stake in the applicant company through state-controlled public sector
organizations 26 did not lead the Court to conclude that the applicant was a governmental
organization. Rather, the Court examined the function of the applicant company, which was no
different from other maritime cargo transport service providers, and concluded that the
applicant passed the non-governmental test because it “neither participates in the exercise of
governmental powers not has [it] a public-service role or a monopoly in a competitive sense.” 27
“[P]ublic law entities can have the status of a ‘non-governmental organization’ in so far as they
do not exercise ‘governmental powers’, were not established ‘for public-administration
purposes’ and are completely independent of the state.” 28

III. The exercise of public authority by PMSCs
While a state-run enterprise can be non-governmental within the meaning of Art. 34 ECHR if
it does not exercise public power, which is indicated by a comparability with private enterprises,
(public) organizations are governmental if they “participate in the exercise of governmental
powers or run a public service under government control.” 29 In determining, if an applicant
organization other than a territorial authority participates in the exercise of governmental
powers, not only the applicant’s domestic legal status but also “the nature of the activities it
carries out and the context in which [the activities in question are] carried out” 30 need to be
taken into account.
Keeping in mind the scenario that a PMSC takes over military or security functions for a
government, the function of the PMSC is not different from the function the public body would
have if it would handle the function itself. The use of armed force or the threat of it to maintain
security on behalf of a state squarely falls into domain of governmental powers. When acting
for a government, PMSCs enter the governmental camp as soon as they commence their
operational business. In that moment, they become governmental organizations within the
meaning of Art. 34 ECHR because this category “includes legal entities which participate in
the exercise of governmental powers or run a public service under government control. In order
to determine whether any given legal person other than a territorial authority falls within that
category, account must be take of its legal status and, where appropriate, the rights that status
gives it, the nature of the activity it carries out [that is, its function] and the context in which it
is carried out and the degree of its independence from the political authorities.” 31
In particular the latter two aspects, the nature of the activity and the dependency on PMSCs’
primary client, the government, puts PMSCs firmly into the governmental camp, As with stateEuropean Commission of Human Rights, decision of 31 May 1974; The Province of Bari, Sorrentino and Messeni
Nemagna v. Italy, Application No. 41877/98, European Commission of Human Rights, decision of 15 September
1998; Ayuntamiento de Mula v. Spain, Application No. 55346/00, European Commission of Human Rights,
decision of 1 February 2001.
26 Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping Lines v. Turkey, Application No. 40998/98, European Court of Human Rights,
judgment of 13 December 2007, para 69.
27 Ibid., para 80.
28 Ibid.; cf. also The Holy Monasteries v. Greece, Application Nos. 13092/87 and 13984/88, European Court of
Human Rights, judgment of 9 December 1994, para. 49.
29 Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping Lines v. Turkey, above, note 25, para 79.
30
Ibid.
31
Radio France v. France, above, note 20, para. 26; cf. also Benjamin Schirmer, Konstitutionalisiserung des
englischen Verwaltungsrechts – Einfluss des Human Rights Act auf den ‘Judicial Review’ (Göttingen: V&R
unipress, 2007), at 226.
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owned companies, the mere form of organization is only an indicator but not nearly as decisive
as the function fulfilled by the PMSC.
The key question is, whether the applicant “exercise[s] government powers”. 32 In this context,
the transfer of power from the armed forces to a private contractor is not fundamentally different
then the transfer of power from a central government to a local authority. But even without
being a party to the Convention, local authorities are usually banned from lodging a case with
the Court due to their governmental nature. 33
In a sense, PMSCs are the exact opposite of state-owned enterprises such as Radio France and
the Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping Lines: while state-owned corporations are public in terms
of organization, yet have a de facto private function, PMSCs may be organized as private
companies but if they exercise authority on behalf of a state for which they conduct security
operations, they take on a public function. In that sense, the “competition” of PMSCs are the
regular armed forces of states, or at least their police forces. If we treat public radio stations
like their private competitors, there is no reason why we should not treat PMSCs like their
public equivalent, the armed forces, which also cannot bring claims to the Court.
As a consequence of the functional approach which the European Court of Human Rights has
shown in its jurisprudence on state run companies, PMSCs cannot be considered nongovernmental organizations within the meaning of Art. 34 of the Convention in so far as they
exercise public functions of behalf of states.
Concerning the non-operative part of their respective enterprises, for example tax law, 34
corporate law, labor law etc., PMSCs are no different from other companies and therefore are
covered by Art. 34 ECHR.
Just like the private function of state-owned enterprises opens the door to Strasbourg for stateowned corporations, the exercise of public functions closes the, otherwise open, door for
PMSCs.

B. Business interests under Art. 1 Prot. I
But even if one were to focus on form rather than function and allow PMSCs standing at the
Strasbourg Court, they would find little in the Convention to protect their business against
restrictive regulation. Article 1 of the 1st Protocol to the European Convention on Human Rights
protects the applicant’s possessions, but the wording does not answer the question whether the
norm is sufficient to protect PMSCs against being put out of business by states which seek to
reassert their monopoly over the use of armed force rather than outsource the risk of armed
action abroad.
The term “possession” is synonymous with “property”, 35 yet is not limited to it. 36 But while
“many rights or interests other than ownership [of physical goods] may represent an economic
32

Österreichischer Rundfunk v. Austria, above, note 21, para. 49.
cf. Danderyds Kommun v. Sweden, above, note 24, quoted at Alastair Mowbray, Cases and Materials on the
European Convention on Human Rights, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), at 21
34 In this context, it is noteworthy that taxation proceedings are not covered by the civil rights clause of Art. 6
ECHR, cf. Leach, above, note 9, at 245, there fn. 465.
35 Mark W. Janis / Richard S. Kay / Anthony W. Bradley, European Human Rights Law: Text and Materials, 3 rd
ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), at 525
36
Gasus Dosier- und Fördertechnik GmbH v. Netherlands, European Court of Human Rights, judgment of 23
February 1995, para. 53; Clare Ovey /Robin C. A. White, Jacobs & White The European Convention on Human
Rights, 4th ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), at 350.
33
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value and thus constitute assets for the purpose of Article 1 [Prot. I]”,37 these business interests
need to be determined more clearly, preferably by a court. The scope of Article 1 of the First
Additional Protocol was at issue in Pressos Compania Naviera S.A. and Others v. Belgium38 and the
Court decided that, although the term “possession” in Art. 1 Prot. I can have a wide meaning,
claims need to be “certain, current [and] enforceable”39 in order to fall under Art. 1 Prot. I The
case law of the old Commission40 indicates a link to the civil rights and obligations mentioned
in Art. 6 I ECHR.41
A “right or interest [therefore] can only constitute a ‘possession’ [within the meaning of Art. 1
Prot. I] if it is sufficiently established to be enforceable[,]” 42 but Art. 1 Prot. I does not include
the mere expectation to make a profit in the future. Such expectations can become “legitimate
expectations”43 if the applicant can rely on existing precedents 44 which give the applicant solid
reason to believe that its claim would be enforced by the domestic courts as well in accordance
with the generally applicable national legal rules. 45 Art. 1 Prot. I can cover legitimate
expectations of profit but not expectations of profit for which there is not yet a legally protected
claim on the part of the applicant: “Future income does not constitute a possession unless the
money has been earned or an enforceable claim to it exists.” 46 In all likelihood this will not be
the case for PMSCs which face restrictive regulation, unless a contractual agreement with a
government is called off due to new legislation between conclusion and the beginning of the
operative phase. Apart from this special case, PMSCs will be left without Conventional
protection of their business interests.
Even a license to provide certain services can only then be considered a possession protected
under Art. 1 Prot. I if the license created for its holder “a reasonable and legitimate expectation
as to the lasting nature of the license and as to the possibility to continue to draw benefits from
the exercise of [the] licensed activity.” 47 Assuming that PMSCs will require some kind of
license or permit in most states parties to the ECHR, if they are at all allowed to operate, such
a permit will not be able to create the reasonable and legitimate expectation as to its lasting
37

Pieter van Dijk / Fried van Hoof / Arjen van Rijn / Leo Zwaak, Theory and Practice of the European Convention
on Human Rights, 4th ed. (Antwerp: Intersentia, 2006), at 866.
38 Pressos Compania Naviera S.A. and Others v. Belgium, Application no. 17849/91, European Court of Human
Rights, judgment of 28 October 1995.
39 Ibid., para. 29.
40 Aires v. Portugal, Application no. 21775/93, European Commission of Human Rights, decision of 25 May
1995; Henry v. France, Application no. 20714/92, European Commission of Human Rights, decision of 6 April
1995.
41 Van Dijk et al., above, note 36, at 866 et seq.
42
Ibid., at 869; Gaygusuz v. Austria, Application no. 17371/90, European Court of Human Rights, judgment of
16 September 1996, para. 14.
43 Pressos Compania Naviera S.A. and Others v. Belgium, above, note 37, para. 31.
44 Assuming that precendents carry a certain weight, which is not necessarily the case in the legal systems of all
states parties to the ECHR.
45 Pressos Compania Naviera S.A. and Others v. Belgium, above, note 37, para. 31; cf. also Pine Valley
Developments Ltd. v. Ireland, above, note 13. Disputed claims are also covered by Art. 1 Prot. I (Iatridis v. Greece,
Application no. 31107/96, European Court of Human Rights, judgment of 25 March 1999, paras. 54 et seq.; Janis,
above, note 34, at 526) but “only existing rights and assets (rather than future claims to property) are covered since
the ‘possession’ must be sufficiently established in its existence”, ibid.
46
Karen Reid, A Practicioner’s Guide to the European Convention on Human Rights, 3rd ed. (London: Sweet &
Maxwell, 2007), at 504.
47 Van Dijk et al., above, note 36, at 871; Tre Traktörer Aktiebolag, European Court of Human Rights, judgment
of 7 July 1989, para 53.
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nature on the part of the PMSC due to the very nature of PMSCs activities: Not only is
mercenary activity generally regarded as negative or outright illegal in many domestic legal
systems, there is simply no more room for mercenary activities in the contemporary legal order.
As mercenaries supposedly have been discouraged from taking to the battlefield due to their
lesser status compared to members of the regular armed forces, the weakening of the monopoly
of states concerning the legitimate use of armed force, which the states have brought on
themselves by restoring to PMSCs in the first place, is an anomaly in the contemporary legal
landscape and nobody can reasonably, let alone legitimately, expect this anomalous situation
to continue much longer. In so far, there is no legitimate expectation on the part of PMSCs that
they could continue to operate indefinitely. The historic weight of the outcast status of
mercenaries speaks against such an assumption.
PMSCs are not only profit-oriented corporations, they are also dependent on the states which
fail to fulfill the public functions they are called to fulfill. In so far, PMSCs differ fundamentally
from enterprises which have “by dint of their own work built up a clientele”. 48 An existing set
of client contacts might be protected under Art. 1 Prot. I, 49 but Art. 1 Prot. I does not include a
right to guarantee the continued existence of a line of business per se.

Conclusions
In the Arctic region, PMSCs are not as relevant as they have been elsewhere. For the time being,
the focus appears to be on regulation of PMSCs by Arctic states rather than on the use of PMSCs
by Arctic states in the Arctic region. Based on the research presented here, one can conclude
that PMSCs are barred from seeing their business interests protected by the European
Convention on Human Rights in two respects, at least in so far as states prevent PMSCs from
handling security responsibilities on behalf of states:
The operational business of military corporations which exercise quasi-governmental security
functions similar to those normally exercised by the state’s regular armed forces or police puts
PMSCs outside the scope of Art. 34 of the Convention which only allows non-governmental
organizations to apply to the court in Strasbourg. Whether or not an applicant organization is
governmental is to be determined on the basis of the functional approach which the
Conventional organs have developed in the context of commercial activities of state-owned
corporations.
In addition, PMSCs cannot rely on the ECHR to prevent states from limiting their future role
by regulating PMSC activities more strictly or by not transferring security functions to PMSCs
anymore because the only right which might be applicable, the protection of possessions under
Article 1 of the First Protocol Additional to the Convention, while able to cover business
interests, does not include mere expectations of future profit.
States therefore have little to fear from Strasbourg if they restrict the work of PMSCs. If they
fail to do so, they are bound to incur state responsibility for violations of human rights and
international humanitarian law in so far as PMSC crimes can be attributed to them. Since
PMSCs continue to be employed by governments, it is necessary to return our attention to the
rights of those who might fall victim to the use of armed force, regardless of who employs
armed force.

48

Van Marle v. The Netherlands, Application nos. 8543/79, 8674/79, 8675/79 and 8685/79, European Court of
Huamn Rights, judgment of 26 june 1986, para. 41; Van Dijk et al., above, note 36, at 872.
49 But cf. also Batelaan and Huigens v. The Netherlands, Application no. 10438/83, European Commission of
Human Rights, decision of 3 October 1984.
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Edyta Gapska, Liability of the State Treasury for Judicial Lawlessness
Abstract: Liability of the State Treasury for unlawful acts in the course of exercising
judicial power has its basis in the Civil Code and is a consequence of a constitutional rule
giving the right to compensation for a damage caused by any illegal action of public
authority. Recovering harm done in the course of civil proceedings by a public servant
must be however subjected to strict provisions conditioned by a specificity of judicial
procedures, which essential aspect arises from the system of appeals against decisions as
well as from judicial discretionality. The paper presents historical and comparative
background of the development of the principle of the State Treasury and explains its
procedural aspects, including prejudging the illegality of a court’s decision by The Supreme
Court.
Keywords: illegal judgments, liability of a State Treasury

Introduction
Faultiness of activities of public authorities has been sanctioned with civil liability under the
Act of 15 November 1956 on liability of the State for damages inflicted by public servants 1 as
late as in the middle of the last century. Art. 1 of the aforementioned act of law overcame the
principle of lack of liability of the State for damages inflicted by civil servants, that had been
previously commonly accepted; at the same time the act of law limited liability of the State for
damages caused by judgements or rulings, by means of enforcing additional premises that allow
for recovering damage that had been suffered. 2 The general principle of liability of the State
Treasury for damages inflicted by a public servant performing his or her duties was then
incorporated into the Civil Code, 3 its provisions of art. 417-420 having been finally
acknowledged as an independent basis for liability of the State. 4 The progressing evolution of
the principle of liability of the State started when the Constitution of the Republic of Poland of
2 April 1997 entered into force. 5 Art. 77 ust. 1 of the aforementioned Constitution governed as a premise of liability of public authority - lawlessness of activities of authorities, and the
Act of 17th June 2004 that amended the Act - the Civil Code and certain other acts 6 accounted
for the premise of lawlessness to be the precondition for liability of the State as well as for final
abandonment of subjective differentiation of the State's liability in tort (so-called stratification

1

Journal of Laws No 54, item 243.
Art. 4 par. 1 states that the State is liable for damage inflicted as a result of judgement or ruling only when
judgement or ruling is a breach of law that is subject to criminal prosecution or disciplinary proceedings and guilt
of a perpetrator is adjudicated by means of sentence or disciplinary decision or recognised by the authority superior
to a perpetrator of damage.
3
Similarly to limitations of liability for damage caused by judgement or ruling that have been incorporated into
art. 418 of the Civil Code, and then considered to be inconsistent with the Constitution (under the judgement of
the Constitutional Tribunal of 4 December 2001, SK 18/ 00, OTK ZU 2001, No 8, item 256), and therefore
annulled and outlawed.
4
See: the resolution of the Supreme Court of 15 February 1971 (III CZP 33/70) containing judiciary guidelines
and judicial good practices in terms of liability of the State Treasury and state-owned legal persons for damage
inflicted by public servants, OSNCP 1971, No 4, item 59.
5
Journal of Laws of 1997, No 78, item 483 as corrected and amended.
6
Journal of Laws No 162, item 1692.
2

of liability in tort) 7 by means of referring the premise of legal non-compliance of activities or
omissions to the criterion of exercising public authority.
Application of the principle of liability of the State for unlawful acts in the course of exercising
public authority in relation to the judicial power, must, however, take into account the
specificity, formalism and severity of judicial procedures, the essential and indispensable aspect
of which arises inter alia from the system of appeals against decisions. 8 The need for
rationalisation of liability of the State Treasury is justified, in addition to the above-mentioned
elaboration, by vesting discretionary power in judges. Within this power, judges settle cases
subject to judgement in accordance with applicable provisions of law and they adjudicate under
conditions of independence, taking into account their own conscience, life experience, sense of
justice and the right to perform restriction-free evaluation of law and actual state of affairs
underlying a case. 9 What is more, judicial discretionality results from the content of the positive
law which preserves a certain flexibility which makes it adaptable to the changing reality by
the use of underspecified phrases and general clauses.10 It is a task of a court to decide upon the
meaning of those phrases and clauses what makes judge’s power and – consequently – judge’s
responsibility even wider. In view of the above-mentioned multifaceted profile and specificity
of liability of the State Treasury for damage caused by unlawful act or abandonment in the
course of exercising the judicial power, the legislature was right to detail premises of the judicial
power in the provision of art. 4171 § 2 and 3 of the Civil Code added under the Act of 17th June
2004. According to the wording of this provision, compensation for damage caused by both
issuance and failure to deliver enforceable judgement can be claimed after finding (in the course
of relevant proceeding) inconsistencies of such act or omission with law (art. 417 1 § 2 and 3 of
the Civil Code). The "relevant proceeding" is governed inter alia by the Act of 22 December
2004 on amending the Act - Code of Civil Procedure and the Act - Law on Common Courts11
which provided for complaint about non-conformity of enforceable judgement with law on 6
February 2005.

Prejudication Requirement as Premise of Liability of the State Treasury
Legal Non-compliance of Judgement
Since the above-mentioned amendments to the Code of Civil Procedure took effect, it has been
acceptable to require the State Treasury to compensate for damage inflicted due to issuance of
unlawful enforceable judgement. The legislator has provided for a separate action to claim
compensation; it is construed on the grounds of the provision of art. 417 1 § 2 of the Civil Code,
which provides the following constituents as premises of the State Treasury’s liability for
damages: 1) issuance of enforceable judgement, illegality of which has been proven in the
course relevant procedure, 2) infliction of damage and 3) existence of adequate causal link
7

Cf.J. Gęsiak, Od nieodpowiedzialności po bezprawność – ewolucja zasad odpowiedzialności odszkodowawczej
Skarbu Państwa [in:] Rozprawy prawnicze. Księga pamiątkowa Profesora Maksymiliana Pazdana, Ł. Ogiegło,
W. Popiołek, M. Szpunar (eds.), Zakamycze (2005), p. 943.
8
See: J. Gudowski, Cywilnoprawna odpowiedzialność sędziego (z uwzględnieniem aspektów historycznych i
prawnoporównawczych) [in:] Rozprawy prawnicze. Księga pamiątkowa Profesora Maksymiliana Pazdana, Ł.
Ogiegło, W. Popiołek, M. Szpunar (eds), Zakamycze (2005), p. 991.
9
J. Gudowski, Węzłowe problemy skargi o stwierdzenie niezgodności z prawem prawomocnego orzeczenia,
Przegląd Sądowy (2006), no 1, p. 7.
10
See: J. Gudowski, Cywilnoprawna odpowiedzialność sędziego…, p. 993, J. Gęsiak, Od
nieodpowiedzialności…,p. 947.
11
Journal of Laws of 2005, No 13, item 98.
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between pronunciation of such judgement and damage it has caused. In light of the abovementioned regulation, the essential requirement for validity of claim for damages is to priorly
obtain judicial decision on illegality in the course of proceedings conducted on the grounds of
art. 4241-42412 of the Code of Civil Procedure. There is no doubt that illegality may consist in
the conflict of any "actions" (art. 77 section 1 of the Constitution) of judicial authority
undertaken to adjudicate, rather than in judgement (although judgement as such is solely
governed in art. 4241 of the Code of Civil Procedure) as an effect of such actions, in respect
above all of the essential provisions of law (substantive, procedural, community law) that are
not subject to various interpretations of law 12 . Illegality may as well as consist in grossly
erroneous interpretation or incorrect application of law, which is clear and does not require
deeper legal analysis, or in the conflict with generally accepted standards of decisions. 13
However, the doctrine suggests that "unlawfulness", as a non-gradable premise of a tortuous
claim for damages, should be broadly understood, in accordance with the wording of art. 417 1
§ 2 of the Civil Code, and should be related to any instances of legal non-compliance of
judgement if it has caused damage in terms of the normal cause and effect relationship involving
infringement of law, regardless of degree of seriousness of infringement. 14 This interpretation
approach is fully consistent with the interpretation guideline for art. 77 section 1 of the
Constitution which has its own normative significance and its meaning cannot be interpreted
through the prism of statutory regulations. This provision combines the obligation to
compensate for damages with any action of public authority which is against the law. The
meaning of this concept is well-established15 and in the context of constitutional regulation it
should be understood as the opposite of conduct consistent with injunctions and prohibitions
resulting from legal regulations contained in an act of law entered into the constitutional
directory of sources of law (art. 87-94 of the Constitution).16 The above-mentioned meaning of
12

For more information see: A. Horak, Kilka uwag na temat skarg o stwierdzenie zgodności z prawem
prawomocnego orzeczenia sądu jako narzędzia realizacji odpowiedzialności państwa za naruszenie prawa
wspólnotowego przez sądy, Radca Prawny (2006), no. 3, pp. 80-81, W. Sanetra, W kwestii odpowiedzialności za
wyrządzenie szkody przez wydanie orzeczenia niezgodnego z prawem wspólnotowym, Europejski Przegląd
Sądowy (2006), no 3, p. 10. N. Półtorak also claims that since judicial power may also infringe the Community
law, a wronged party should be able to claim compensation from the State due to the resulting damage. See also:
Odpowiedzialność odszkodowawcza Skarbu Państwa za szkody wyrządzone wyrokami sądowymi naruszającymi
prawo wspólnotowe, Seminar entitled „Prawo wspólnotowe w praktyce sądowej” organized for the subscribers of
the monthly „Europejski Przegląd Sądowy”, Warszawa, 3 rd December 2005 (typescript). Similarly to:
Odpowiedzialność odszkodowawcza państwa w prawie Wspólnot Europejskich, Kraków (2002), p. 249
13
See: the judgement of the Supreme Court of 7th July 2006, I CNP 33/06, Biul. SN (2006), no. 1, item 16. J.
Gudowski, Węzłowe problemy skargi o stwierdzenie niezgodności z prawem prawomocnego orzeczenia, Przegląd
Sądowy (2006), no 1, pp. 4-5, similarily L. Bosek, Uwagi na tle orzeczenia Sądu Najwyższego w sprawie skutków
odszkodowawczych decyzji podatkowych uchylonych w toku instancji, Rejent (2003), no 1, pp. 53-54.
14
I. Karasek [in:] Komentarz do ustawy z dnia 17 czerwca 2004 r o zmianie ustawy – Kodeks cywilny oraz
niektórych innych ustaw (Journal of Laws of 2004, No. 162, item 1692), Lex/el. 2004, comment no 5 to art. 4171
of the Code of Civil Procedure. A different interpretation was outlined by the Supreme Court in its judgement of
28 June 2002 (IVCKN 78/00, LEX No 52410) in which it is stated, in relation to art. 417 of the Civil Code, that
liability of the State Treasury is not justified by the very flawed judgement, regardless of the nature and gravity of
infringements committed by the court.
15
However, the relation between characteristics of "illegal" judgement as and traditional approach to unlawfulness
in the doctrine has become controversial. See the opinions compared by A. Góra–Błaszczykowska, Apelacja.
Zażalenie. Wznowienie postępowania. Skarga o stwierdzenie niezgodności z prawem prawomocnego orzeczenia.
Komentarz, Warszawa (2006), pp. 336-340 and by J. Gudowski [in:] Kodeks…, tome 2, comment no 19-24 to art.
4241.
16
Similar stance was expressed by the Constitutional Tribunal in its judgement of 4 December 2001, SK 18/00,
OTK 2001, no 8, item 256. In the related literature, there are attempts to interpret the constitutional term of
unlawfulness which involves its broad understanding adopted on the basis of the Civil Code and referring to the
system of values that are not clearly stated in the provisions of law. In consequence, liability of public authority
depends on actions in contravention of the principles of social life, morality and, particularly, the rules or principles
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"illegality" fits in the strict regime of the State's liability for damages inflicted to individuals as
a result of unlawful conduct of public authority. Therefore, it seems that the initiative is
displayed by the legislator having neither limited admissibility of a complaint about illegality
of enforceable judgement only to cases of gross misconduct or obvious infringement of law,
nor introduced the gradation of gravity of judgements' flaws; the legislator has distinguished
the most serious cases of infringement of the fundamental principles of legal order or
constitutional freedoms or human and civil rights in art. 4241 § 2 of the Code of Civil Procedure
only in order to exceptionally provide a party who has not exercised legal measures with the
possibility to effectively file a complaint. 17 Finally, it should be noted that it is difficult to
expect that parties to proceedings will bear adverse consequences, especially in financial terms,
arising from different legal stances expressed by courts of different instances, or other minor
infringements of law resulting indirectly from low quality of legislation and related to
application of doubtful, ambiguous legal regulations. Accordingly, it seems that the risk of
possible abuse in terms of liability of the State Treasury is sufficiently reduced by the obligation
to indicate adequate causal link between unlawful conduct of judicial authority and resulting
damage. In consequence (without restricting a priori the meaning of the statement of "illegality
of judgement" referred to in art. 4241 § 1 of the Code of Civil Procedure to cases of undoubted
non-conformity of judgement with essential provisions of law, that are not subject to different
interpretations of law and pronunciation of such judgement as a result of grossly erroneous
interpretation or misuse of law, which is obvious and needs no further legal analysis), it should
be noted, however, that interpretation of the grounds for the complaint at issue and evaluation
of its validity in a particular case must take into account not only legality and internal rationality
of judicial decision but also its external relevance accountable for the postulate of fairness and
justice.
The legal regulations governing the proceedings on illegality of enforceable judgement remain
in certain contravention of the premises elaborated upon in the case-law of the European Court
of Justice18 concerning liability for damages of the State Treasury in terms of infringements of
the European Union law also due to the fact that it limits the directory of judgements, statements
of illegality that can be claimed in the course of the procedure under consideration. It is
expected that a complaint can be filed against enforceable judgements of courts of second
instance or, in special cases, of courts of first instance. However, the provisions of the Polish
Civil Code and the Code of Civil Procedure exclude the possibility to challenge judgements of
the Supreme Court.19 On the other hand, execution of a procedure in order to obtain a binding
judgement of the Supreme Court that prejudges illegality of judgement that has been appealed
against (which may also occur in result of cassation complaint - art. 4241a § 2 of the Code of
Civil Procedure), always encounters the so-called preliminary procedure (art. 3989, art. 4249 of
the Code of Civil Procedure). If such a procedure results in refusal to examine a case, a party

of good practice. See: J. Skoczylas, Odpowiedzialność Skarbu Państwa i innych podmiotów przy wykonywaniu
władzy publicznej w noweli do kodeksu cywilnego, Przegląd Sądowy (2004), no 9, p. 31, R. Szczepaniak,
Odpowiedzialność odszkodowawcza jednostek samorządu terytorialnego, Warszawa (2001), pp. 99-100.
17
Therefore, the Polish legislator has implemented more stringent premises of liability of the State Treasury, than
those provided for in the Community law. The latter ones had been interpreted by the Court of Justice that claimed
that sufficiently serious infringement of provisions aimed at granting rights to individuals which is in direct
causal link with damage is necessary and sufficient to obtain compensation for damage caused by the Community
(see: the judgement C-46/93 and C-48/93, Brasserie du Pêcheur v. Germany and The Queen v. Secretary of State
for Transport, ex parte Factortame Ltd. I in. [1996] ECR I-1029).
18
Hereinafter referred to as: ECJ.
19
It is similar in the Austrian law which excludes liability of the highest judicial authorities. See: the Austrian Act
of 1949 on liability of public authorities - Amtshaftungsgesetz, AHG, BGB1 1949-1920, amended by BGB1
1993/91.
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will be deprived of the possibility to claim compensation from the State Treasury. 20
Consequently, liability of the State for flawed, i.e. infringing law, judgements of the Supreme
Court will be based on the premises interpreted by the ECJ, i.e. when this is the European Union
law that is infringed and this infringement committed by a court of last resort is of serious nature
and remains in causal link with damage suffered by a wronged party. 21 However, unlawfulness
of judgements of elaborated upon in this paper, including unlawfulness resulting from
infringement of the Euroepan Union law that should be applied in accordance with the principle
of its supremacy (priority) over the national legal order, 22 would justify application of art. 4171
§ 2 of the Civil Code and of the relevant provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure governing
the "relevant proceedings" regarding complaint about illegality of enforceable judgement.
Liability of the State for judicial lawlessness is now based on the premise of unlawfulness 23
and requires proving fault of a public servant (a judge),24 which is another manifestation of the
tendency to objectify liability of the State Treasury and to broaden its scope 25 also to the extent
of imperium sphere, i.e. lawmaking operation and the judiciary. The limits rationalising this
tightened liability of public authority are defined by the relevant procedure of verifying
unlawfulness of flawed judgements, 26 that constitutes expression of need to maintain
reasonable liability of the state authority. Rationalisation of this liability in respective legal
systems manifests itself, for instance, in the structure of due diligence provided for in the US
law27, that accompanies an act of law aimed at execution of law, even if an act of law is declared
null and void. The necessity to prove due diligence and related infringement is referred to also
in the Anglo-Saxon law, where an additional factor hampering liability of public authority is
the need to prove infringement of subjective law. Apart from nullity of an act of law, that has
been adjudged in the course of special procedure, 28 it is necessary to prove that a governing
body acting within public competences has intentionally or consciously abused its power (so20

W. Sanetra, W kwestii odpowiedzialności…, p. 9.
Cf. Ibidem, p. 10. See: the judgement of ECJ of 30 September 2003 under the lawsuit of G. Köbler v. Austria,
C 6–90.
22
For more information on the principle of supremacy see for instance: M. Szpunar, Wpływ członkowstwa Polski
w Unii Europejskiej na sądownictwo – zagadnienia wybrane [in:] Przystąpienie Polski do Unii Europejskiej, S.
Biernat, S. Dudzik, M. Niedźwiedź, Kraków (2003), p. 279.
23
Similarly to the Slovakian and Czech law. See the Slovakian Act of 28 October 2003, Set of Laws 2003, item
514, p. 3966 and the Czech Act of 1998 published in the Set of Laws of 1998, item 82, p. 5058 (more about these
acts: A. Dulak, Raport słowacki [in:] H. Kozioł, B. C. Steininger, European Tort Law 2003, Series: Tort and
Insurance Law Yearbook, Springer Wien – New York (2004), pp. 352-353). Unlike the Austrian law where
liability is based on the principle of fault, although the obligation to prove that protective purpose of an act of law
has not been infringed is often imposed on a defendant. Cf. B.A. Kozioł, H. Kozioł, Strict liability in Austria [in:]
B. A. Kozioł, H. Kozioł, Unification of tort law: Strict liability, Kluwer Law International (2002), p. 14. Also in
the German law the necessary premise of the State's liability under art. 839 of the BGB and art. 34 of the
Constitution of the Federal Republic of Germany is the fault of a public servant that, in the case of judicial
decisions, must be proven by a wronged party; moreover, it must be prosecuted in the course of criminal procedure
(art. 839 par. 2 of the BGB), unless it concerns excessive length of proceedings or denial of the right to court
(see: E. Bagińska, Odpowiedzialność odszkodowawcza za wykonywanie władzy publicznej, Warszawa (2006), p.
68 and the literature invoked in the 3rd footnote therein). However, the premise of fault of a public servant is
basically satisfied whenever there is an organisational fault being the result of at least infringement of the
obligation to undertake indispensable measures to ensure adequate protection of citizens.
24
Liability for illegality of judicial decisions has been known even in the Roman law, where it was required,
however, to prove that a judge adjudicated improperly. Then, a judge was personally liable for damage done to a
wronged party in the amount equal to the doubled value of damage (iudex litem suam facit). See: W. Bojarski,
Prawo rzymskie, Toruń (1999), p. 216.
25
J. Bell, A. Bradley (eds.), Governmental liability; a comparative study, London (1991), p. 15.
26
E. Bagińska, Odpowiedzialność odszkodowawcza…, p. 341.
27
I.e. in the Federal Tort Claims Act adopted in 1946.
28
Cf. Part 54 Civil Procedure Rules.
21
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called misfeasance in public office).29 These general principles underlie liability of the British
Crown, and are even more tightened regarding operations of judicial authorities. With respect
to the above-mentioned operations, art. 3 par. 5 of the Crown Proceedings Act of 1947 basically
provides for exclusion of liability,30 unless a judge takes action in bad faith beyond the scope
of his or her powers or when he or she has caused the damage wilfully or as a result of bribery.
In addition, judges of courts of lower instance, whose jurisdictional operation is subject to
judicial control performed by means of ordinary or extraordinary appeal measures, are also
responsible for malicious or groundless acts performed within their competences. Liability
comes into existence in the case of action that blatantly and openly infringes the provisions
governing proceedings or in the case of obvious infringement of principles of justice. 31 In the
German and Austrian law, the factor limiting liability of public authority is in turn the
requirement to prove infringement of protective purpose of an act of law, 32 while in the French
law, the State's liability for flawed operation of the judiciary is narrowed to the cases of gross
negligence (faute lourde) or refusal to examine a case (déni de justice), nevertheless, the State
retains the right to recourse while guaranteeing compensation for damage caused by personal
fault of a judge.33
Even the aforementioned comparison of the regimes of the State's liability for damage caused
when exercising public authority indicates that the restrictions rationalising the use of such
liability is not an extraordinary measure, although it is usually expressed by means of
implementation or interpretation of additional substantive premises of such liability. The
requirement to obtain prejudication in the Polish system, that confirms judicial unlawfulness
constitutes a peculiar procedural restriction resulting from the assumption that importance of
the issue of liability of the State Treasury goes beyond the private law not only due to the subject
of such liability but also for functional and purpose reasons. Therefore, the determination of
illegality of judgement is not adjudicated before common courts but before the Supreme Court
that performs public tasks by means of protecting uniformity of the judicature and judicial
supervision over common courts. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the same objective, in
the form of determination of judicial illegality, can be achieved by unequal measures, i.e.
cassation complaint and complaint about illegality of enforceable judgement. According to art.
4241a § 1 and 2 of the Code of Civil Procedure, the use of cassation complaint excludes and
replaces the possibility to implement the other one, even though time limits to file them,
preconditions for their admissibility, criteria to accept them for examination as well as aims of
complaint are different. Moreover, in the case of complaint about illegality of enforceable
judgement, likelihood of occurrence of damage should be proven (art. 4245 § 1 item 4 of the
Code of Civil Procedure). The literature highlights also the possibility to use the proceedings
initiated by the Attorney General with regard to the annulment of enforceable judgement by the
Supreme Court pursuant to art. 64 of the Act on the Supreme Court. However, it results in the
fact that one measure absorbs the other one; it is also considered whether resumption of civil
proceeding is sufficient to obtain prejudication. 34 Apart from the possibility to deliver
restitution judgement that requires, in the event of repealing or altering judgement, a counterparty of the proceedings to return the benefit provided or fulfilled on the behalf of such a party
or to restore the previous state of affairs, art. 415 of the Code of Civil Proceedings allows to
claim (in the course of separate proceedings) the State Treasury to compensate for damage
29

Cf. the ruling Three Rivers District Council v. Bank of England, No 3, [2000] 2 WLR 1230-1236.
Cf. S. Arrowsmith, Civil Liability and Public Authorities, Winteringham (1992) pp. 104-105.
31
H. W.R. Wade, C.F. Forsyth, Administrative Law, pp. 788-789, quoted in E. Bagińska, Odpowiedzialność
odszkodowawcza…, p. 83.
32
In E. Bagińska, Odpowiedzialność odszkodowawcza…, pp. 64 and 78.
33
In J. Gudowski, Cywilnoprawna odpowiedzialność sędziego…, p. 1001.
34
Cf. Ibidem, pp. 349-351.
30
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suffered as a result of pronunciation or execution of judgement. This provision, that can be
applied in the proceedings initiated by cassation complaint, was addressed by the Supreme
Court which in the justification of the ruling of 30 May 2003, 35 i.e. before implementation of
complaint about illegality of enforceable judgement into the civil procedure, assumed that
illegality can be determined in result of resumption of the proceedings for reasons “blamed” on
court. Consequently, it became acceptable to claim compensation from the State Treasury in
the course of separate procedure directly upon receipt of (in result of complaint to resume
proceeding) judgement repealing or altering decision contested for reasons attributable to court.
Nevertheless, indication of reasons that are blameable on court is outstanding issue, especially
that art. 415 of the Code of Civil Procedure does not restrict the possibility to seek compensation
in the course of a separate procedure depending on occurrence of certain causes for resumption
of proceedings but only indicates premises of suffering damage caused by pronunciation or
execution of judgement. On the other hand, it is hard to assume the risk that the State Treasury
will be held liable for any damage caused, for instance, by judgement in a case in which new
evidence, that could not be used either by a party or court, is subsequently disclosed.
Currently, due to the regulation contained in art. 4171 § 2 of the Civil Code and the special
procedure of determining illegality of judgement laid down in art. 424 1 - 42412 of the Code of
Civil Procedure, the possibility to be satisfied with resumption of civil procedure is even more
questionable. Accordingly, it bears noting that art. 424 1a § 2 of the Code of Civil Procedure
which provides for mutual contestation of cassation complaint and complaint about illegality
of judgement, does not specify the approach towards resumed proceeding. In fact, it is hard to
assume that after repealing or altering judgement by common court in the course of
extraordinary procedure, it is possible to conduct further proceeding before the Supreme Court
that determines illegality of repealed or altered judgement. 36 Consequently, it should be
assumed that under the currently binding law and its regulations, repealing or altering
judgement in the course of resumed proceeding enables to claim compensation from the State
Treasury in the course of a separate procedure that allows for restitution for damage caused by
pronunciation or execution of judgement only on the grounds of art. 417 of the Civil Code,
therefore, not so much on the basis of illegality of already altered or repealed judgement but
rather due to illegal action or omission in the course of exercising public authority by court.
This conclusion is even more well-founded due to the fact that in accordance with the provision
of art. 4241 § 1 of the Code of Civil Procedure, determination of illegality of judgement is of
subsidiary nature, therefore, it is possible only when nullification of a judgement by means of
legal measures vested in a party, has not been and is not possible.
Upon acceptance of complaint about illegality of enforceable judgement, in principle, one may
evade effects of such judgement, whereas judgement is neither annulled or outlawed. Apart
from the situation referred to in art. 42411 § 3 of the Code of Civil Procedure, i.e. when a case
has not been subject to jurisdiction of court at the time of delivering judicial decision due to a
person or subject matter, the Supreme Court does not annul or outlaw contested decision but
35

III CZP 34/03, Biul. SN 2003, no 5, p. 6.
Competence of the Supreme Court to examine cassation complaint and complaint about illegality of enforceable
judgement is additional argument for the possibility to obtain prejudication solely in the course of proceedings
instituted as a result of filing those complaints. As it has been pointed out in the literature: "vesting this power in
the common courts would inevitably lead to loosening the structure of instances and blurring the political hierarchy
of the judiciary." J. Gudowski, Skarga o stwierdzenie…, p. 7. See also: G. Bieniek, Odpowiedzialność Skarbu
Państwa za szkody wyrządzone przez funkcjonariuszy po wyroku Trybunału Konstytucyjnego z dnia 4 grudnia
2001 r., Przegląd Sądowy (2002), no 4, p. 15, who strongly rejects the view that the civil court examining claim
for damages from the State Treasury could independently investigate, determine and adjudicate whether (...)
enforceable judgement is against the law. He also points out that in the course of compensation procedure, the
common court is bound with the settlement of the authority appointed to examine legality of judicial decision.
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solely determines its illegality (Article 42411 § 2). This gives rise to effective substantive claim
for compensation for damage to the extent that omission of the above-mentioned procedure will
result in dismissal of complaint. 37 That view must be accepted in so far as it makes effective
claim for damages dependant, inter alia, on obtaining prejudication confirming (in a declarative
way and with ex tunc effect) pronunciation of judgement in contravention of the law; the very
substantive claim arises simultaneously with delivery of judgement infringing the law. This
conclusion is justified by the fact that a wronged party's accounts receivable claimed from the
State Treasury arises from tort, therefore, at the time of inflicting damage due to pronunciation
of legally non-compliant enforceable judgement; 38 accounts receivable become due, in
accordance with art. 442 § 1 of the Civil Code, when a wronged party finds out about damage
and a person liable for making restitution for such damage, i.e. when the Supreme Court
determines the fact of pronunciation of illegal judgement causing damage and therefore implies
the conclusion that this is the State Treasury that is obligated to make restitution for damage.
However, if damage is caused solely by execution of flawed non-enforceable judgement, while
judgement is made immediately enforceable, art. 417 § 1 of the Civil Code39 serves the ground
for liability.
Legally Non-binding Judicial Decision
The above-mentioned proceedings concerning complaint about illegality of enforceable
judgement governed by art. 4241 - 42412 of the Code of Civil Procedure, have filled a gap in
respect of enforceable judgements 40 but they do not constitute legal grounds neither for
claiming compensation for damage resulting from execution of non-enforceable flawed judicial
decision when judicial decision is made immediately enforceable, 41 nor for the claim for
restitutions caused by the failure to adjudicate (art. 417 1 § 3 of the Civil Code). A separate
regulation laid down in the latter provision concerning compensation for damage caused by the
failure to adjudicate is implemented by the Act of 17 June 2004 on complaint about
infringement of the right to have one's case examined in the court proceedings without undue
delay.42 Under the provisions of this Act, it is admissible to verify duration of civil proceedings
necessary to investigate actual and legal circumstances that are relevant to settle lawsuit at the
exploratory stage or the stage of execution. In accordance with art. 2 par. 2 of the
aforementioned Act, in the course of specific incidental proceedings, court examines whether
untimely or improperly undertaken procedural steps result in excessive length of proceeding
that infringes the constitutional right to court. In other words, complaint about excessive length
37

J. Gudowski [in] Kodeks…, comment no 5 to art. 42411, p. 340, J. Gudowski, Skarga o stwierdzenie…, p. 18, M.
Safjan, Odpowiedzialność odszkodowawcza władzy publicznej (po 1 września 2004 r.), Warszawa (2004), p. 71.
38
Similarly to Z. Banaszczyk, Odpowiedzialność za szkodę…, p. 132.
39
Inadmissibility of complaint about illegality of enforceable judgement is arises from the provision of art. 424 1 §
1 and 2 of the Code of Civil Procedure and art. 4171 § 2 of the Civil Code, as well as of the structure of instances
and the entire system of processing appeals against legally non-binding judicial decisions. Cf. J. Gudowski,
Cywilnoprawna odpowiedzialność sędziego…, p. 992, Z. Banaszczyk, Odpowiedzialność za szkodę wyrządzoną
niezgodnym z prawem prawomocnym orzeczeniem lub ostateczną decyzją (art. 417 1 § 2 K.C.), Palestra (2006), no
5-6, p. 121.
40
H. Pietrzkowski, Skarga o stwierdzenie niezgodności z prawem prawomocnego orzeczenia, Przegląd Sądowy
(2005), no 4, p. 4.
41
G. Bieniek [in:] Komentarz do kodeksu cywilnego. Księga trzecia. Zobowiązania, Tom I, G. Bieniek, H. Ciepła,
S. Dmowski, J. Gudowski, K. Kołakowski, M. Zychowicz, T. Wiśniewski, Cz. Żuławska, Warszawa (2005).
42

Journal of Laws No 179, item 1843. The Act also constitutes repressive guarantee for execution of the right of
a citizen to have a case examined without undue delay; this right is provided for in art. 45 of the Constitution and
in art. 6 of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. Hereinafter
referred to as: the Act on complaint about excessive length of proceedings.
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of proceedings implies assessment whether proceeding leading to proper judgement in terms of
other constituents is characterised by infringement of the right to court without undue delay,
according to the premises laid down in the same Act. 43 Certainly, such conclusion is justified
by the fact that "issuance" of an act of law that does not meet requirements provided for court
judgements and only keeps up appearances of judicial decision which cannot result in closure
of proceeding, therefore leads (as a result, in this case, of gross procedural misconduct in the
course of undertaking judicial steps) to its excessive lengthening. 44
Court accepts complaint and decides about excessively lengthy proceeding and, when
circumstances require it, recommends the court examining essence of lawsuit to take
appropriate actions (provided that they cannot interfere with the scope of the actual and legal
adjudgment of lawsuit). If excessively lengthy proceeding results from judicial decision that is
flawed and thus cannot be regarded as effective judgement, the court after hearing complaint
recommends to re-adjudicate and take appropriate actions for this purpose. Consequently, the
court may award a plaintiff discretionary damages 45in the amount not exceeding PLN 20 000
claimed by a plaintiff from the State Treasury - the president of the court accountable for
excessively lengthy proceedings (or from a bailiff in the case of excessively lengthy execution
procedure). It is the case with the proceeding, in the course of which legally non-binding
judicial decision has been made, is still pending. Moreover, a party whose complaint has been
accepted may, in the course of a separate procedure, claim compensation from the State
Treasury for damage resulting from excessively lengthy proceedings pursuant to art. 417 1 § 3
of the Civil Code. The ruling on excessively lengthy proceedings is binding for the court
examining petition for compensation (art. 15 par. 1 and 2 of the Act on complaint about
excessively lengthy proceedings). However, if in the course of proceedings prolonged and
lengthened by law-infringing legally non-binding judicial decision, a party does not request for
decision on excessively lengthy proceedings instituted by a related complaint, a party may
claim compensation for excessively lengthy proceedings upon final, proper enforceable
judgement, pursuant to art. 417 § 1 of the Civil Code (art. 16 of the Act on complaint about
excessively lengthy proceedings). Nevertheless, excessively lengthy proceedings must be
proven before a court hearing a petition for compensation. Therefore, we can imagine a
situation where a party "appeals" against legally non-binding judicial decision, and after refusal
of appeal and upon proper and valid judicial decision, brings action against the State Treasury
- the president of the court for compensation for an illegal failure to make legally binding
judicial decision blameable on judicial authority. However, a party may file a complaint about
excessively lengthy proceedings even in the course of proceedings, by arguing that due to
judicial decision displaying flaws that prevent it from being legally binding, court proceedings
have been excessively lengthened, which infringes a party’s constitutional rights.
Therefore, any damage suffered by a party to proceedings in connection with execution of
legally non-binding judicial decision, including damage arising from fulfilling obligation or
apparent enforceability of law or legal relationship governed by it, may be made up for by
means of separate proceedings. It is possible thanks to comprehensive governance of principles
of liability of the State Treasury for damage caused by illegal act or omission in the course of
exercising public authority (Article 417 - 421 of the Civil Code). The premises preconditioning
such liability arise from both form and model provided for in art. 77 section 1 of the Constitution
43

P. Pogonowski, Skarga o stwierdzenie niezgodności prawem prawomocnego orzeczenia w postępowaniu
cywilnym. Problemy podstawowe, Część II, Rejent (2005), no 11, p. 10.
44
See: the judgement of the Supreme Court of 3 September 2003 (II CKN 425/2001, unpublished) which suggests
that excessive length of proceedings is not determined solely by duration of proceedings but by undue delay in
undertaking actions by court or failure to undertake such actions.
45
G. Bieniek, Komentarz…, comment no 39 to art. 4171.
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of the Republic of Poland 46 as well as from the national legislation that incorporates the rules
adopted by the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe on 18 September 1984 in the
Recommendation No R/84/5 on liability of public authority; even the first principle providing
that in the event of infringement of duties stipulated by provisions of law, resulting in damage,
a wronged party should receive compensation from public authority regardless of liability of
public servants who actually inflicted damage. 47 In the case of liability of the State Treasury in
its present form48 it is important that liability is no longer dependant on fulfilment of subjective
premises related to wrongful conduct of a public servant 49 in performance of duties 50 but
depends on fulfilment of the condition of unlawful conduct while exercising public authority. 51
Moreover, this liability is no longer limited by the necessity to determine that: a) judicial
decision or ruling infringes the law, which is subject to criminal prosecution or disciplinary
proceedings, and b) a perpetrator's fault has been settled either by sentence or disciplinary
judgement or recognised by the authority superior to a perpetrator of damage. 52
Relatively broad manner of governing liability of the State Treasury on the basis of
unlawfulness (risk) 53 ultimately leads to the belief that each transgression of court involving
legally non-compliant procedure and resulting decision displaying appearances of judicial
decision causing damage, constitutes the premise of liability of the State Treasury, and
therefore, the grounds for petition of compensation. Although identification of judiciary
authorities is not any major difficulty, as problem arises when this seemingly legally binding
judicial decision has been executed by or in participation of a person who is not entitled to
perform functions of the judiciary. In fact, such a person is not a public authority or an entity
exercising such power under an act of law or agreement (order), which could justify liability of
the State Treasury. There is no legal grounds to impose the aforementioned stricter liability
regime on such a person's actions that do not consist in implementation of tasks assigned to the
public authority, but merely display appearances of exercising such authority. Entities that have
caused damage while performing tasks beyond the scope of the public authority are liable for
such damage in accordance with the general principles of civil law, and therefore on the basis
of art. 415 of the Civil Code. It is difficult to accept art. 429 or 430 of the Civil Code to be the
grounds for liability of a judge who in result of negligence, provided for apparent judicial
decision made, for instance, by a judicial trainee or assistant, or any other person who has not
been vested in judicial powers. Those provisions relate to damage caused (whether by a natural
person or by a subordinate) in performance of entrusted tasks and not when undertaking actions
beyond the scope of an order or task assignment involving, for instance, preparation only of a
46

Cf. M. Safjan, Odpowiedzialność państwa na podstawie art. 77 Konstytucji RP, Państwo i Prawo (1999), no 4,
pp. 3-4.
47
Zob. G. Bieniek, Komentarz…, comment no 5 to art. 417.
48
Stipulated by the Act of 17 June 2004 amending the Act - the Civil Code and certain other acts (Journal Laws
of 2004 No 162, item 1692 ), which entered into force on 1 September 2004
49
Article 417 § 2 of the Civil Code in its wording before 1 September 2004 and the resolution of the Civil Chamber
of the Supreme Court of 15 February 1971, III CZP 33/70, containing guidelines for the judiciary and judicial
good practicec concerning liability of the State Treasury and state-owned legal persons for damage caused by
public servants (OSNCP 1971 , no. 4, item 59 ), which states that necessary premise of the State Treasury's liability
for damage caused by public servants on the basis of art. 417 is the fault of a public servant.
50
Although personal responsibility of the so-called public servant is not currently excluded if damage is related
to action or omission. However, the grounds for liability is served by art. 415, i.e the principle of fault. Cf. M.
Safjan, Odpowiedzialność odszkodowawcza…, p. 30.
51
Cf. the judgement of the Constitutional Tribunal of 4 December 2001, SK 18/00, Państwo i Prawo (2002), no 8,
p. 100.
52
Art. 418 of the Civil Code in its wording before 1 September 2004
53
Z. Radwański, Odpowiedzialność odszkodowawcza za szkody wyrządzone przy wykonywaniu władzy publicznej
w świetle projektowanej nowelizacji kodeksu cywilnego, Ruch Prawniczy Ekonomiczny i Socjologiczny (2004),
no 2, p. 14.
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draft judicial decision. Accordingly, the fact that identification of a perpetrator of damage is
not necessary to attribute liability to the State Treasury54 does not mean that a person outside
the judiciary system who usurps the power to act within the system framework can bring about
the aforementioned liability. It bears noting, however, that unlawfulness of conduct of such an
entity will result from exhaustive interpretation of the provisions of art. 270 of the Penal Code.

54

G. Bieniek, Komentarz…, comment no 35 to art. 429.
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Maciej Koszowski*,
Legal Analogy as an Alternative to the Deductive Mode of Legal Reasoning‡
Abstract: This article demonstrates the inadequacy of legal deduction as a method that
guarantees the certainty and predictability of law and its outcomes in concrete cases. Inter
alia, the Author brings our attention to the far lesser role that the deductive pattern of
inference plays in legal thought than one may suppose, since it is rather only a schematic
illustration of the decisions that were previously made by recourse to the mental operations
of a non-logical nature. In return, he proffers legal analogy as an alternative by which he
understands a mode of thinking which helps the reasoner take into account a mass of
different factors that are traditionally deemed to be relevant for legal thought and decisionmaking.
Keywords: law, formalism, positivism, analogical, deduction, applying, fallacy, erroneous,
scheme, thinking, reason by, inference

Introduction
Deduction from legal rules is undoubtedly one of the most familiar methods of legal reasoning.
It is – especially in civil law countries – commonplace that statutory rules are to be applied
deductively by the use of the scheme of the so-called legal syllogism. Moreover, legal deduction
is sometimes supposed to bring objectively correct outcomes only if its premises are valid/true.
In the bargain, the deductive line of inference in law presents itself as extremely easy in
application. One may be under the impression that everyone, not only judges and lawyers, can
– without any special training and preparation – reason in this manner.
In this paper, I will try first to reveal some weak points of the aforementioned attitude and,
secondly, to advance an alternative to the deductive mode of legal reasoning in the form of legal
analogy.

The mechanism of deduction
In logic, deduction – in contrast to analogy and non-complete induction (i.e. one which is not
based upon the full range of events) – is a method that guarantees the truthfulness of the
conclusion provided the premises are also true. As is said, the very scheme of its inference leads
to the infallibility of the outcomes that are here reached. This scheme can be presented as
follows: all A is B (the major premise), C is A (the minor premise) and C is B (the conclusion);
i.e. like in Aristotle’s example: All men are mortal, Socrates is a man, therefore Socrates is
mortal too.
In the legal domain, deduction takes a slightly different form. The major premise is constituted
by a legal norm (or rule). The case at hand (also called pending, instant, sub judice, at bar or
under argument) forms the minor premise. The conclusion, in turn, is the legal consequence for
this case. Accordingly, if only a norm that forms major premises is valid (binding in a given
legal system, in effect) and the case at hand is true (its facts are proven or posted as such), the
legal outcome the deductive leads to is correct as well. In that sense, the deductive mode of
legal reasoning can be deemed to be of a infallible or unchallengeable nature, and the whole
*
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construction, as such, is called a legal syllogism as opposed to an ‘ordinary’ (‘logical’)
syllogism1.
The above thesis as to the infallible nature of legal deduction is, however, nothing more than a
utopian – while high-flown and really enchanting – idea; so to speak window dressing, the very
best example of legalistic illusion. Indeed, deduction can be infallible but only in virtual and
closed systems, like those of numbers, signs or symbols or other entities that are defined in
advance and possit fixed unequivocal meaning (e.g. in the world of mathematics, formal logic,
IT sciences). It is, however, utterly impotent when dealing not with the conceivable or the
theoretical but actual (real) reality, with all its diversity, flux and immeasurability. All the more
so, deduction is in a miserable position to link the normative sphere (the realm of ought) to the
ontological sphere (the realm of be). The transition from one of these spheres to the other is by
no means automatic, being in essence a very complex and intricate process.

Legal deduction misconception
Apart from the requirement that the rule that serves as a major premise has to be infallible in
the sense that whenever the antecedent occurs the legal consequence prescribed by that rule
cannot be non-entailed, the precondition of the success of legal deduction is that that the
symbols, objects, persons which are mentioned in the major premise have to be exactly the
same as the symbols, objects and persons present in the minor premises. In the example with
Socrates, we have, therefore, to be certain that Socrates is one of the men which the major
premise is about. If there is even a grain of doubt in this respect, the whole infallibleness of
deduction is smashed into pieces. In mathematics and formal logic, objects are determined and
precise. We know that 2, 3, 4, 5... are numbers; we know that 2 plus 2 is 4 and it could not be
otherwise. Similarly in board games, like chess, we have no doubt which piece is which or how
it can move.
In legal syllogism (or formalism, if one wishes), we encounter, alas, a serious problem at the
very beginning. First of all, both major and minor premises are not ready. They need to be
constructed, which is an activity far from objective or even intersubjective in its very nature. In
order to obtain the major premise, viz. a legal norm or rule, one has to derive it from judicial
precedent or canonical text (i.e. text of statutes, regulations, constitutions, ordinances etc). The
1

As for deduction in legal applications see: A. PECZENIK, On Law and Reason, 2009, pp. 14-15; S.J. BURTON, An
Introduction to Law and Legal Reasoning, 3rd ed., Austin 2007, pp. 43-58; D.N. MACCORMICK, Rhetoric and the
Rule of Law: A Theory of Legal Reasoning, Oxford 2005, pp. 32-48, see also pp. 49-77; D.N. MACCORMICK,
Legal Reasoning and Legal Theory, Oxford 1978, pp. 19-72; R.J. ALDISERT, Logic for Lawyers: A Guide to Clear
Legal Thinking, 3rd ed., 1997, pp. 53-88; M.P. GOLDING, Legal Reasoning, Peterborough 2001, pp. 39-42; B.
BROŻEK, Rationality and Discourse: Towards a Normative Model of Applying Law, Warszawa 2007, pp. 39-54,
54-59; J. WRÓBLEWSKI, The Judicial Application of Law, Dordrecht 1992, pp. 30-35, see also pp. 229-232; S.
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«Harvard Law Review» no. 109 (1995-1996), pp. 930-931 and footnote 13 on these pages; R. CROSS, Precedent
in English Law, Oxford 1968, pp. 176-181; R. CROSS, J.W. HARRIS, Precedent in English Law, 4th ed., Oxford
1991, pp. 187-192; S. HANSON, Legal Method & Reasoning, 2nd ed., London 2003, pp. 215-217; K. OPAŁEK, J.
WRÓBLEWSKI, Zagadnienia teorii prawa, Warszawa 1969, pp. 308-315.
As for the notion of a legal norm (rule) see: A. ROSS, Directives and Norms, London 1968, pp. 78-138; F.
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process of such derivation is, however, not standardized and free of choices that are to be
individually made; different norms (rules) and of an uneven degree of generality and
complexity can be constructed upon the same provision of a given legal act.
Even more serious difficulties occur when we turn to the minor premise of legal deduction.
This premise is not given at all and we must construct it almost from scratch.
What we are dealing with are actually the raw facts of the case at hand. To obtain the minor
premise, we must process these facts and put them into the description made in language so as
to form a specific linguistic expression which may be subsequently used as a minor premise for
legal deduction’s sake. Yet since we may describe any factual situation in an infinite number
of ways, we describe those facts not at large but in the terms stipulated by a major premise (a
norm/rule constituting this premise), or, looking from a slightly different angle, we ascertain
here whether the situation generally stated in the major premise (the norm/rule it is consisted
of) also occurs in the case at hand.
It is noteworthy that the effect of such ascertainment/description leads directly to the application
or non-application of a rule (norm) that forms the major premise to the case at hand, entailing
as a corollary ascribing to this case a legal consequence this rule (norm) prescribes. Hence, one
may say that after having made the aforementioned description in legal deduction there is no
further reasoning at all. The subsumption of the rule forming the major premise to the described
factual situation that constitutes the minor premise is a mere schematic illustration which has
no effect on the very outcome of legal deduction. Everything which has been crucial and
decisive for this outcome had been done previously, i.e. while the minor premises was
constructed/the phenomenon present in the case at hand was classified as one that the rule
specified in the major premises covered 2.
Before, however, making such a classification, the major premise of legal deduction is, as
Burton metaphorically put it, ‘dangling in the air’ 3. There is a gap between the facts of the case
and the rule (norm) that, as Weinreb says, has to be bridged 4. In turn, after a classification has
been made, no further mental operation is needed. So Cross may confidently elucidates that
‘...the crucial decision is made before the reasoning can be cast into syllogistic form. Not only
is the syllogism constructed after the facts have been found, but it is also constructed after any
legal problems concerning the scope of the rule have been solved.’ 5.

The internal normative element
The above charge is, however, only a part of the bigger picture. Legal deduction is in fact far
more complicated than logicians may suppose. The building of its major premise, as well as the
building of its minor premise (the classification involved in the latter), do not happen in vain.
The reasoner constructs both premises with a special aim that is well known for this reasoner
in advance. This special aim, the known purpose, is not to ascertain what could be linguistically
or logically extracted from the canonical text. Nor is it to state how the persons, objects or items
present in the case at hand can be best described from the viewpoint of language – be it ordinary
or sophisticated or official. That purpose/aim is to determine what is to be prescribed, ordered,
allowed or prohibited by the law in the case at hand: what are to be the duties and obligations

2

See also S.J. BURTON, p. 43; yet cf. S. BREWER, pp. 980-983, 994-998, 1000-1003.
S. J. BURTON, p. 57.
4
L.L. WEINREB, Legal Reason: The Use of Analogy in Legal Argument, Cambridge 2005, p. 90.
5
R. CROSS, p. 178 (R. CROSS, J.W. HARRIS, p 189); see also R. CROSS, pp. 178-179 (R. CROSS, J.W. HARRIS, pp.
189-190).
3
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of the litigants, which of them is to win and which is to lose the case? This awareness
accompanies the reasoner along all the way in which both premises emerge 6.
I venture to say that this, let us call it ‘normative’, element is intrinsic to legal deduction and
cannot be separated and put aside despite all efforts made towards that goal. During the whole
process of the building of major and minor premises one is fully aware what it is up to and what
the consequences of his/her choices involved therein will be. In effect, consciously or
subconsciously, this indissoluble awareness influences – at least to some extent – the emerging
of each of the premises.
Furthermore, the legal culture, especially in civil law countries, becomes an unexpected ally
here, offering a wide array of means by which one may interpret the canonical text while
deriving a rule (norm) before it will form a major premise. The choice of the deductive reasoner
is rich: ranging from different literal, teleological and systemic principles of interpretation
without any definite order of priority between them; not to mention about such legal concepts
as that of the ‘rational legislator’ or different interpretative presumptions (e.g. of ordinary
language or conformity with EU law). To have a major premise in a desirable shape, it suffices
thus to pick – among the available options – the one which best conforms to one’s ‘normative’
preference.
In turn, while creating the minor premise (making classification), in addition to the features
of language such as vagueness, ambiguity7, indeterminacy8 and context dependence that make
a vast room for personal choices to be made, one may take also advantage of the latitude that
stems from the rules of evidence, including the assessment of the credibility of witness
testimony or the presence of more than one probable course of events 9.

6

The goal-oriented nature of legal deduction (classification involved therein) seems to be also discerned by M.P.
GOLDING. Legal Reasoning, 2nd ed., 2001.He asserts that the question of classification which judges deal with is
not of form: “Is X a Y?” but rather of form: “Is X a Y for certain legal purposes?” or – what he prefers even more
– of form: “Should X be treated as a Y for certain legal purposes?”. See M.P. GOLDING, p. 106.
7
As for ambiguity and vagueness of terms present in language see, for instance, F. SCHAUER, Thinking Like a
Lawyer: A New Introduction to Legal Reasoning, Cambridge 2009, pp. 18-23, F. SCHAUER, Playing…, pp. 31-37,
S.J. BURTON, p. 52, S. BREWER, p. 993-994 and B. BROŻEK, pp. 25-28.
8
The indeterminacy of terms present in language is their intrinsic feature to which dictionary definitions are of no
aid. These definitions are by their very nature imperfect. Not only do they often amount to proffering chains of
words which at some point overlap but such chains can also severely distort the real meaning. To check this one
may look up the meaning of some ordinary word with which meaning he/she is well acquainted; next turn to the
definitions of the words that are used to define this word, and then proceed to the entries that elucidate the words
used in the latter definitions. It is quite probable that what will have thus been received will be the same words
that are present in the definition of the first word or something which – transposing into this definition – is in
variance with the ‘intuitive’ meaning of that first word. The dictionary definitions, terms and phrases included
therein, give only an approximate meaning of the words being defined and when you go deeper and deeper, the
original meaning is so deformed that the defective nature of the lexical definitions is clearly visible. Defining one
word by resort to another which is – at this or some further step – defined by the first word in a row is also
unreliable. We know the meaning of particular words mainly from the use of these words in a number of contexts,
not from their dictionary definition. This problem of the indeterminacy innate in terms of language cannot also be
resolved, much less completely, by their legal definitions, i.e. definitions which are included in statutes in order
to explain words and phrases used therein. Cf. S.J. BURTON, pp. 54-55. As to the observation that it is impossible
to find two words in a language that have an ‘exactly’ identical meaning (are real synonyms) and the problems
one encounters while building lexical definitions see T. GIZBERT-STUDNICKI, Wieloznaczność leksykalna w
interpretacji prawniczej, 1st ed., Kraków 1978, pp. 31-32 and 34-37 respectively.
9
Incidentally, in deduction, the derivation of a rule (norm) that forms the major premise and the determining of
the facts that constitute the minor premise seem to be done simultaneously. As to the lack of difference from the
standpoint of pure logic between the interpretation of the wording of a legal rule (ascertaining of this rule meaning)
and the classification of a given phenomenon under such rule cf. D.N. MACCORMICK, Legal..., pp. 93-97.
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As already stated, this normative element of legal deduction presents itself as indispensible and
inescapable. If one tries to separate and abandon it, for instance, in favour of the purely
linguistic meaning of a canonical text, the legal outcomes would become haphazard and many
times patently absurd or unjust to an extent that no-one of sound mind can accept.
Summing up, the passage from the specific to the general, from the very ‘is’ to the very “ought’,
is not only not automatic or mechanical but in fact – in large measure – dependent on the
particular person who makes it. The ways this person can follow are up to it, rather than
confined by logic/mathematics. The deductive mode of inference serves here, in turn, merely
as a kind of schematic justification of what has been done previously. It also doesn’t show the
real sequence of reasoning nor does it justify the outcome reached.

One more reason for the logical fallacy of legal deduction
Legal deduction also encounters one additional obstacle from the point of logic. As Cross and
Harris noted, in syllogism the test of validity of conclusion consists in the principle that the
denial of the conclusion entails the denial of one or other of the premises 10. If we treat this
requirement strictly, such a test would mean that in legal syllogism the denial of the conclusion
must entail the denial of the truthfulness of the facts of the case at hand or the denial of the
validity of the legal rule (norm) that constitutes the major premise. If, therefore, there would be
a rule at the entrance to a bus banning dogs and if a bus driver permitted one to enter with a
guide dog nonetheless, the whole rule would thus be made invalid (legally void), or else the bus
driver acted unlawfully. Such an attitude does not, however, fit the common understanding of
how legal rules operate, i.e. lawyers as well as the addressees of law know that despite allowing
a guide dog to go on a bus, the rule banning entry to dogs can still be in force in relation to a
vast variety of dogs that are not guide ones.

Corollaries: the alternative seen in legal analogy
If legal deduction is either a fallacy from the logical point of view or a mere illustration of
another kind of mental operations that occurred previously, what is, therefore, the real mode of
legal reasoning by which the law is applied in concrete cases? Having to answer such a question,
it may be wise to rest on the assertion that this mode consists of the internal human ability to
take into account a number of divergent factors that are regarded by the reasoner as relevant in
law, viz.: the intention of the legislator, historical events that preceded the given legislation and
the mischief which this legislation springs from, the past judicial decisions rendered in similar
cases, values and goals that are generally protected and pursued in a given legal system,
common sense and the sense of justice, socially accepted outlooks and socially desired outcome
for the case at hand, etc11. If one perceives legal deduction as an all embracing collective name
for considering such mixed factors, not as something grounded in logic, that stance may be
apt12. However, one other legal method presents itself as more adequate and promising here,

10

See R. CROSS, pp. 177-178 and R. CROSS, J.W. HARRIS, pp. 188-189.
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Also the attributes of the very reasoner cannot be ignored here. They influence the result of the application
of law to a similar – if not even a greater – extent. In consequence, the beliefs, preferences of values and desired
goals together with all of the data and information stored in the long-term and short-term memory of a judge would
have some impact on the legal outcome he/she arrives at in a pending case.
12

The necessity of taking into account different factors of the aforementioned kind is probably also a reason
why legal rules are said to be never completely indicative in relation to the situation in which they apply. As for
such assertions see, for example, G.C. CHRISTIE, pp. 7-8.
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namely: legal analogy. All the more so, if we comprehend such an analogy as being complex,
multidimensional, dependent on broad socio-political context and hard-wired into the human
mode of unstandardized thinking.
Thusly understood, analogy works through the judgement of the similarity between cases being
compared, where judgment is a result of the resemblance between the raw or selected facts of
these cases influenced by the factors mentioned in the paragraph above. The first outcomes
reached by such an analogy – which are delivered almost automatically by intuition or hunch –
can then be tested by reference to these factors, among which special prominence should be
given to the rationale of the ‘legal cases’ that have been used as the points for comparison with
the case at hand. These ‘legal cases’ may be here of a different origin: precedential ones, typical
instances that a particular statutory provision applies to, cases – hypothetical or real – which
legal consequences are known and difficult to challenge for a member of a given legal culture.
In this way, legal analogy may lead to the application in concrete cases of already existing
judicial precedents, statutory, precedential, constitutional or even customary rules as well as the
law in general.
An analogical mode of applying the law thus comprehended may also a remedy for curtailing
judicial discretion and making legal decisions seems less arbitrary. At least, as it appears, the
giving of priority to the above-mentioned factors is more trustworthy and ordered when it is
done in relation to the concrete facts of cases being compared than when it would be made in
abstracto. If some rationale can speak for a specific legal consequence in one case, why they
should not justify the same or similar legal consequence in another case that is identical or
essentially similar to it?
The application of general rules via analogy in the place of legal deduction has also attracted
the attention of a good deal of scholars, gaining their acceptance and often open admiration.
Thus Weinreb states: “[w]ithout intervention of analogical arguments, legal rules and the rule
of law itself would be only theoretical constructs” 13. Arthur Kaufmann is recognized as the
proponent of the idea that “by its nature every application of law, every Rechtsfindung, consists
not in a conclusion of formal-logical type identifiable as simple subsumption, but in a process
of analogical type” 14 , which concept has been later on endorsed by Jacques Lenoble 15 .
According to Herbert Lionel Adolphus Hart, in turn, if a case does not belong to plain cases
(i.e. those “constantly recurring in similar contexts to which general expressions are clearly
applicable” /”where there is general agreement in judgments as to applicability of the
classifying terms”), all that one called upon to answer can do is to consider “whether the present
case resembles the plain case ‘sufficiently’ in ‘relevant’ respects” 16 . In a similar vein,
Bańkowski and MacCormick assert that: “Where the problem is whether or not to qualify a
From psychological point of view, taking into account such a mixture of incommensurable factors is possible
within the so-called intuitive (experiential, associative) reasoning that is here opposed to rational, deliberative,
rule-based one. On this psychological division see, for instance, S. EPSTEIN, Integration of the Cognitive and the
Psychodynamic Unconscious, «American Psychologist» 49/1994, pp. 709-724; M. GLADWELL, Blink. The Power
of Thinking without Thinking, London 2006; Handbook of Intuition Research, ed. M. SINCLAIR, E. ELGAR:
Cheltenham 2011; Heuristics and Biases. The Psychology of Intuitive Judgment, eds. T. GILOVICH, D.W. GRIFFIN,
D. KAHNEMAN, Cambridge 2002; Intuition in Judgment and Decision Making, ed. H. PLESSNER, C. BETSCH, T.
BETSCH, New York 2008.
13
L.L. WEINREB, p 13.
14
See G. ZACCARIA, Analogy as Legal Reasoning – The Hermeneutic Foundation of the Analogical Procedure,
[in:] Legal Knowledge and Analogy. Fragments of Legal Epistemology, Hermeneutics and Linguistics, ed. P.
NERHOT, Dordrecht 1991, p 42, see also pp. 45-49.
15
See J. LENOBLE, The Function of Analogy in Law: Return to Kant and Wittgenstein, [in:] Legal Knowledge and
Analogy. Fragments of Legal Epistemology, Hermeneutics and Linguistics, ed. P. NERHOT, Dordrecht 1991, p
118.
16
See H.L.A. HART, The Concept of Law, 2nd ed., Oxford Oxford 1994, pp. 126-127.
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problematic phenomenon as instantiating some statutory term or another, analogy to less
problematic instances covered by prior decisions is relevant” 17 .And Burton explains that:
“…analogical reasoning may be used to help interpret and apply an enacted rule. The analysis
begins with the enacted text. It may help to find base points in the context that can be used to
reason analogically in a problem case” 18.
Levi also points out that: “It is only folklore which holds that a statute if clearly written can be
completely unambiguous and applied as intended to a specific case. Fortunately or otherwise,
ambiguity is inevitable in both statute and constitution as well as with case law. Hence
reasoning by example operates with all three” 19. Murray and DeSanctis advise that: “Often the
legal rules used in the rule-based reasoning syllogism require explanation and illumination to
demonstrate for the reader why your prediction of the outcome is legally sound and likely to
occur. Analogical reasoning is used within the rule-based reasoning syllogism to further the
overall discussion by showing how the rule itself or elements of the rule are supposed to work
by discussing and analogizing to or from certain actual circumstances (cases) where the rule
was applied to produce a certain outcome”20. And Eileen Braman contends that: “In statutory
construction, for instance, when the “plain language” of a disputed provision is ambiguous,
judges often look to previous application of the law, seeking to draw connections and/or
distinction between past and pending scenarios. Using analogy in this way helps judges make
reasoned decisions about whether or not a particular rule should apply to circumstances giving
rise to litigation”21.
Furthermore, legal analogy is also supposed to be able do that which legal deduction cannot,
that is, to enable us to pass from the world of ‘is’ to the world of ‘oughtness’. Thus Broekman
turns our attention first to the fact that the presumption fundamental for legal thought is that
which assumes the basic analogy between “non-legal reality” and “legal reality” and next
argues that analogical reasoning is the preferred way by which one may connect these two
spheres 22. The passage of this kind is – whether it is within legal deduction or analogy – all the
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Z. BANKOWSKI, D.N. MACCORMICK, Statutory Interpretation in the United Kingdom, [in:] Interpreting Statutes.
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18
S.J. BURTON, p 77.
19
E.H. LEVI, An Introduction to Legal Reasoning, Chicago 1949, p. 6.
20
M.D. MURRAY, C.H. DESANCTIS, Legal Research and Writing, Foundation Press 2005, p. 10.
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E. BRAMAN, Law Politics & Perception. How Policy References Influence Legal Reasoning, Charlottesville
2009, p. 84. See also C.R. SUNSTEIN, Legal Reasoning and Political Conflict, New York 1996, pp. 79-90; C.R.
SUNSTEIN, Commentary on Analogical Reasoning, «Harvard Law Review» 106/1992-1993, footnote 147 on p.
785, S. BREWER, pp. 990-1003, L.L. WEINREB, pp. 88-94, E.H. LEVI, pp. 6-8, 28-32 and 27-102, D.N.
MACCORMICK, Rhetoric…, pp. 212-213, J. NOWACKI, Analogia legis, Warszawa 1966, pp. 49-51 and 62-67,
H.L.A. HART, p. 127, M.P. GOLDING, pp. 104-107, S.J. BURTON, pp. 65-74. Moreover Brewer discerns an
analogical form of reasoning even in effecting the so-called: “reflective equilibrium” between general norms and
the particular applications of these norms (see S. BREWER, pp. 927-928, 938-939). Also Sunstein, who has tried
to grasp the commonalities between reflective equilibrium and analogy, despite describing analogy as less
ambitious, for it does not require anything like horizontal and vertical consistency, eventually concludes that:
“[a]nalogical reasoning might therefore be understood as a sharply truncated form of the search for reflective
equilibrium…” (see C.R. SUNSTEIN, Commentary…, pp. 752-754, cf. also pp. 777-778, 781-783). Such an
approach is all the more noteworthy since “reflective equilibrium” is commonly not considered as something that
involves an analogical pattern of inference (see, for instance, L. ALEXANDER, E. SHERWIN, Demystifying Legal
Reasoning, Cambridge 2008, pp. 32-39, 64-88).
22
See J.M. BROEKMAN, Analogy in the Law, [in:] Legal Knowledge and Analogy. Fragments of Legal
Epistemology, Hermeneutics and Linguistics, ed. P. NERHOT, Dordrecht 1991, pp. 217-218, 220, 243. Weinreb
sees connecting these two spheres in a fairly interesting way. Namely, the application of law – according to him –
appears to consist of the adjustment of the facts of an instant case and a general legal rule in order to close each
together with the aim of obtaining the rule that “squarely” or “uniquely” applies to the facts of this case. Even,
however, after the construction of such a well-fitted rule, there is still a gap between this rule and the facts of the
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more necessary since the factors I referred to in the opening paragraph of this section are
frequently of a very general character. The reasoner in law, in the main, deals with general
intention, general history, general plain meaning, general moral principles and so on. These
generalities ought to be somehow processed in order to yield a result (legal consequence) for
the case at hand23.
Obviously the outcomes of legal analogy – as outcomes of legal deduction – are not logical,
objective or true. Legal analogy does not, however, purport to be able to do that which legal
deduction allegedly can do. It is by definition far less ambitious and modest. Instead, it seems
to be better suited to making the law and its application more bearable and less haphazard than
it would be without using it. At the same time, legal analogy provides the law and its application
with the considerable flexibility and reasonableness that they need anyway 24. In addition, legal
analogy appears to correlate with the reality far better than legal deduction does due to the credo
which runs: similar cases should be treated alike. The leading thought of legal deduction seems
to be, in turn, that: “identical cases ought to be treated identically” 25. As we know, in real life
identical cases rarely – if ever – occur26.
Incidentally, it is even believed that names present in language (common terms, attributive and
abstract terms, singular and collective terms) owe their existence to comparison, being made in
order to capture some resemblance or difference between objects or groups of objects27. Yet
another thing are the attempts made in order to demonstrate that both of the types of reasoning
mentioned in this paper, deduction and analogy, are dependent on the same kind of comparative
reasoning28.

Conclusions
Summing up, legal deduction turns out to be a fallacious mode of legal reasoning insofar as it
is supposed to be thoroughly logical and mechanical. Deduction is a method of great
significance and service in mathematics, IT and other virtual worlds. However, it is unsuitable
for the legal domain because of the links of the latter with real life and this life’s flux and
variety. As a method of applying the law, it may serve almost only as a boilerplate one may use
to disguise the real kind of reasoning which is dependent upon many divergent factors. A more
accurate way of capturing how lawyers think seems to be legal analogy. It consists in comparing
instances for which we know legal outcomes with instances whose legal consequences we try
to ascertain. An analogical form of reasoning – due to the judgement of similarity which may
be based on different variables – seems to be more suitable for an incommensurable and
complex legal environment. Recently, its use as a universal legal method has also received
much attention on the part of legal theorists and philosophers, especially those looking on from
the vantage point of the common law legal system.
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Linguistics, ed. P. NERHOT, Dordrecht 1991, pp. 149-150.
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Justyna Glinka, Łukasz Chyla,
Online Mediation: Pros, Cons, Perspectives and Challenges
Abstract: By the scope of this paper, the authors are making an attempt to address the
general issue regarding the online mediation, which is rapidly growing in many
jurisdictions around the world. Online mediation, being one of the most popular forms of
the so-called online dispute resolution, is supposed to bring broader accessibility to justice
system for many groups of people. The authors will take into consideration the impact of
online mediation on the variety of factors, such as time and cost, efficiency, case
management, impartiality, control and parties’ convenience. They will also take a closer
look to the problem of confidentiality and enforceability issues that may naturally arise
after application of online mediation to some cross border disputes. The subject of in-depth
analysis is therefore to reconstruct the advantages, disadvantages as well as perspectives
and challenges that stand before this institution. Also de lege lata and de lege ferenda
proposals to eliminate any kind of barriers for greater use of online mediation will be
discussed.
Keywords: online dispute resolution, online mediation, alternative dispute resolution,
computer based mediation, computer assisted mediation.

Introduction
In times of rapidly growing global business transactions followed by a frenetic pace of life and
technology development, judicial systems around the world (even those already supported by
the Alternative Dispute Resolution 1) are overwhelmed by the growing number of civil law
cases. In Australia, according to the Australian Productivity Commission’s Access to Justice
Report, published in December 2014, "There are widespread concerns that Australia's civil
justice system is too slow, too expensive and too adversarial".
Everywhere in the world, the ‘effective access’ enjoyed by individuals necessarily depends on
a range of factors, inter alia, economic capacity, health, education, cultural and linguistic
variations, including geographic location, discrimination and many others 2 . Reports and
surveys across the world show that delivering ‘effective access’ meets particular legal barriers
like slow, fossilised, obsolete and unaffordable court proceedings. It seems resolving disputes
could take much less time and could be less costly attracting also those who are now practically
excluded from access to the justice system 3.
New institutions and tools 4 need to be adopted to address the said issues of accessibility and
affordability. These concerns, with unquestionable world-wide success of ADR concepts,
brought life to another way of resolving disputes: Online Disputes Resolution (the so-called
“ODR”). ODR is, in fact, an online counterpart of ADR (including mediation, negotiation,
ombudsmen, complaint bodies, expert determination and arbitration) applied to the virtual
reality of cyberspace5. Although all of the abovementioned ADR forms differ significantly, it
seems obvious that the key role in the future of ODR’s development belongs to mediation which
connects some of the best qualities of other methods.
https://www.iama.org.au/what-we-do/what-adr.
Id.
3
Id.
4
Id. at 19.
5
Anthony J. Fernandez, Marie E. Masson, Online Mediations: Advantages and Pitfalls of New and Evolving
Technologies and why we should embrace them (Defence Counsel Journal October 2014, p. 396).
1
2

Online mediation can be conducted in many various ways including email, instant text
messaging, video-conferencing and tele-immersion. All these forms have its pros and cons, but
they rely on the same prevailing idea of online dispute resolution: to bring wider and more
fruitful discussion to a greater range of legal disputes. The Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) has also noted the need for online mediation and it is
currently being applied to numerous types of disputes, including the so-called B2B (Business
to Business), B2C (Business to Consumers), C2C (Consumers to Consumers).
In general, we distinguish between two types of online mediation: a computer-assisted
mediation on the one hand and a computer-based mediation on the other. The first one is nothing
but traditional mediation with some use of online tools to administer and facilitate the whole
process and make it more transparent and clear. Computer-based mediation, however, is usually
fully conducted online with all the participants acting in different locations. The most
innovative kind of computer-based mediation is assisted or even fully conducted by special
applications and algorithms that require minimum human intervention and replace the mediator
using complex blind-bidding methods6. Those programmes are especially useful in terms of
fast, exclusively e-commerce transactions where commercial relationships begin and exist
entirely online. 7
The very first precursor of this type of computer-based dispute resolution was the SquareTrade
system, invented to support transactions made via the EBay platform. Other worth-mentioning
systems are Cyberseattle and Modria as each of them have already settled disputes for over 500
million USD. Undoubtedly, the rapidly growing number of internet-based transactions (due to
their high accessibility) is followed by the number of disputes and it creates a greater need for
simple, ad hoc solutions.
The purpose of mediation, whether physical or virtual, is to "facilitate communications,
promote understanding, and help parties to realise their interests and creative problem solving
to enable parties to reach their own agreement" 8. There are concerns whether those goals can
be realised fully within the use of more or less virtual methods. Although advantages like
access, quality, effectiveness, and fairness 9 are not questioned, many academics point to some
inevitable challenges that need to be addressed. Therefore broader involvement of online
mediation and ODR in general remains highly disputable (to figure out the answer 10 some
academics have proposed a test of suitability) and require deeper analysis over its advantages
and drawbacks. The abovementioned issues are summarised in the presented paper 11.

Anthony J. Fernandez, Marie E. Masson, Online Mediations: Advantages and Pitfalls of New and Evolving
Technologies and why we should embrace them (Defence Counsel Journal October 2014, p. 396).
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UNCITRAL.
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Llewellyn J. Gibbons, Robin M. Kennedy, Jon M.Gibbs, Frontiers of Law: The Internet and Cyberspace: CyberMediation: Computer-Mediated Communications Medium. (2002 New Mexico Law Review Winter, 2002 32
N.M.L. Rev. 27.)
9
Anthony J. Fernandez, Marie E. Masson, Online Mediations: Advantages and Pitfalls of New and Evolving
Technologies and why we should embrace them (Defence Counsel Journal October 2014, p. 396)
10
Noam Ebner, E-Mediation, Online Dispute Resolution Theory and Practice (Chapter 17, May 2013),
http://www.mediate.com/pdf/ebner1.pdf.
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broad) as well as many ongoing theories (Social Presence Theory, Social Information Processing Theory, Social
Influence and Communication Media Theory high and low context culture theory) presented by multiple are not
the subject of this assignment.
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Advantages
Time, Costs, Efficiency
Bringing mediated disputes online is generally more effective, less time-consuming and thus
less costly giving a wide set of advantages at hand 12. It is commonly observed that individuals
as well as many public entities, benefited from applying online mediation as a way of resolving
disputes with their opponents13. Online mediation can save travel costs and expenses associated
with finding a place suitable enough for the mediation proceedings.14 It also provides parties
with a quick and powerful legal tool, therefore special considerations like remote location or
disability are no longer insuperable issues 15. As Jim Melamed has explained “The mediator can
caucus with either or both of the parties privately, without affecting the flow of the mediation
(…), the mediator can devote time to one party without wasting the time of the other party, who
would traditionally sit around waiting for the next mediation stage”. Thus, the amount of
required disputants’ time is respectively reduced, in contrast to traditional mediation 16. Costs
are deducted due to the fact that moderating online mediation requires less time and effort 17.
Time and money are also saved, as personal data, records, various documents and particular
information are electronically stored 18. Not to mention the fact that in ODR cases a professional
attorney is often redundant since each party is provided with a certain amount of time to go
through all the details, understand and conduct the procedure by itself. This makes the whole
process more productive and allows the mediator centres to operate more cases at the same
time. All these factors providing efficiency make online mediation a financially feasible option
not only in low dollar value disputes, but also for bigger market players 19.
Accesibility
Advanced technologies can bring the mediation process to people who would normally have
no access to it, which refers to those living in isolated areas 20 . Furthermore, lowered
expenditures and time saving encourage parties to seek for justice in cases that would probably
be out-of-reach because of these factors. This consequently leads to increased access to justice
for certain groups of people (disabled, imprisoned, isolated) and, in particular, types of mostly
minor cases where simple analysis of pros and cons is made by individuals 21. It means online
Paul W. Breaux, Online Dispute Resolution: A Modern Alternative Dispute Resolution Approach (The
Computer & Internet Lawyer, May 2015,Volume 32, Number 5), p. 3.
13
Anthony J. Fernandez, Marie E. Masson, Online Mediations: Advantages and Pitfalls of New and Evolving
Technologies and why we should embrace them (Defence Counsel Journal October 2014, p. 396).
14
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15
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16
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mediation provides judicial system with a crucial benefit: delivery of justice to wide masses of
people22. A need for online mediation in Australia is shown by a study23 in which over 70% of
respondents “would be willing to consider online ADR both for general disputes and for
disputes with an online company”.
Emotional Release and Comfort
Online mediation can also address the problem of the stronger party taking control over the
weaker one24. In addition, online mediation provides a chance for emotional release for the
parties who expect to be threatened, intimidated, interrupted or shouted down upon by the other
parties to the dispute (in cases of sexual abuse, domestic violence) as physical distance lowers
the chance of potential intimidation25. Because they are less exposed to stress, it is presumed
that participants will act more openly and most of the tensions will vanish or at least be
minimalised. Moreover, scientific research suggests that an argument displayed on the screen
will attract more attention from the conflicted parties than an argument raised in a face-to-face
meeting when significant amount of attention is absorbed by the environment and the presence
of the opposite party26. The centre of ‘dispute gravity’ is therefore moved to more constructive
argument building instead of reaching an emotional advantage over the intimidating party.
Reduced intimidation and removal of the abovementioned detriments make delivery of a fair
settlement more realistic27.
Online mediation can also serve as a perfect way to overcome the cultural shock, especially
when both parties’ places of origin are remote. Communication via the internet, either oral or
written, flattens the communication differences between the parties and makes the discussion
more merit-based and objective28.
Control, Convenience and Case Management
It is also argued that an arguments displayed on the computer screen allow to reach a settlement
while parties are given an opportunity to rethink and deeply analyse their own positions and
behaviour at any time29. Online mediation gives parties an opportunity to act whenever they are
inspired to do so. It allows to opt for a better timing as well as a more suitable period of the day
according to their biological clock, making the proceedings more flexible and parties-oriented.
Online mediation does not need to interfere with other commitments and duties as parties can
choose when to submit documents and motions. Participants of online mediation have therefore
more control over the case than they would have in traditional verbal mediations 30 . An
asynchronous online mediation can take place round-the-clock to all participants’ convenience
and allow them to take an advantage to act in their best way and save a great amount of time.
Shekhar Kumar, Virtual Venues: Improving online dispute resolution as an alternative to cost intensive litigation
(Journal of Computer & Information Law, Vol. XXVII, p. 85).
23
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The strict schedule is no longer necessary as long as the parties stick to some general boundaries
and do not exceed general deadlines31.
Increased Level of Disputes
Moreover, research shows32 that parties tend to act and express themselves with more selfconfidence while using text-based communicators, which basically improves communication.
A proper consideration period, an opportunity to rethink statements and the time to come up
with an appropriate reflection are powerful arguments fostering party equality in online
mediation33. Again, parties can focus more on merits rather than on procedural aspects of the
case. Spoken content might not be caught by even best mediators and arbitrators whereas textbased phrases can be saved, redisplayed and reanalysed as many times as it is necessary to
establish a due, transparent and clear process 34. Such pre-communication and re-framing play
a huge role in court proceedings and help parties to express themselves in a comprehensive
way. Online mediation also influences the level of control which means a greater opportunity
to analyse the case carefully and act with due diligence 35. It is generally believed that parties
tend to make their ‘best possible performance’ so that final outcome is not affected because of
accidental underperformance of the weaker party or other factors that might interfere with the
dispute 36. It also supports the weaker party’s position which is especially visible in adversarial,
common law legal systems.
Additionally, the internet helps to go beyond legal boundaries set by jurisdictions in many
countries. For instance, in many civil law countries (e.g. Poland, Germany) no dispute can be
subjected to mediation unless it can be considered that they can be ‘amicably settled by court’.
In practice, it means that many issues like challenging resolutions of companies’ bodies or
alimony matters cannot be solved with the use of advanced mediation. A cross-border character
of online mediation makes it a great tool to avoid complex jurisdictional issues 37 and helps to
overcome these obstacles 38.
Impartiality
Traditional communication is full of body gestures, language, mimics, and non-verbal signs
that we are not even aware of39. All this can create a false picture of a party in the mediator’s
mind and therefore lead to a constitution of bias caused by initial prejudice based on false
imagination. Face-to-face mediation tends to favour individuals who are perceived as more
31
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attractive, intelligent, socially polished, well-educated and those who belong to a certain
predominant ethnic, racial or gender group.
Online mediation addresses this problem making court decisions more merit-based and
impartial40. The thing that decreases imbalances and tensions between the parties is the neutral
character of an internet platform which cannot be controlled by any of the disputing parties 41.
Procedural postulates of impartiality, neutrality, a right to be heard and equal treatment seem
to be more realised in online supported proceedings.
Moreover, cases solved by online mediation are in general much more transparent and clearly
conducted because of an unlimited access to external materials (legislation, cases). Online
mediation provides parties with unlimited amount of external data and information at hand 42.
Not to mention the fact that the mediator is able to exchange information with the parties faster
and all the merits can be presented in a more comprehensive, understandable and complex way,
either in text or graphically. Holding proceedings in the virtual reality can also play a role in
keeping track of the proceedings and therefore serves as a convenient tool in an experienced
mediator’s hands. Not to mention the fact that data stored in a cloud could be compiled in many
ways creating a forum for a complex exchange of arguments. Online mediation gives an
opportunity to constantly observe parties’ initial positions and progress made before the
mediator, which gives a profound understanding of parties expectations and reflects on the
quality of the final outcome43.
Finally, implementing effective online mediation can fill the gap between adversarial and
inquisitorial systems. The adversarial system itself is generally based on an assumption that
both parties’ positions before the court are more or less even. Although in theory this gives
parties much more control over the case, governments, businesses and international companies
are significantly much overpowered when compared to self-represented litigants. Therefore, it
is believed that an adversarial system in many common law countries may fail to deliver justice,
especially in cases of substantial major imbalances between the parties. A use of tactics,
including delays or lack of disclosure, could be overcome without making the system more
inquisitorial as long as the mediator is given an opportunity to lead and guide the parties via
online proceedings. This makes mediators and arbitrators more involved and gives them a
powerful tool to keep the disputes ‘to the track’ and flowing.

Disadvantages
Loss of Human Element
Some argue that online mediation is not suitable for many types of cases, especially those where
emotions play a bigger role than commercial matters. Mediation, as one of the ADR method,
was invented not only to expedite proceedings and bring more effectiveness to business
transactions, but also as a response to people who seek emotional release. In many personal
matters, mediation can serve as a sort of therapy to deal with intimate, fragile and sometimes
long-lasting relationships. Although for many parties it serves as a perfect way to go through
Jo De Mars,Susan Nauss Exon, Ki mberlee K. Kovach, Colin Rule, Ethical Considerations for an Online Dispute
Resolution Practice, (Dispute Resolution Magazine, 2010), p. 7.
41
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catharsis and open up with matters that wouldn’t be mentioned in a common court, it is more
likely to be the subject of a misunderstanding and stripped from personal warmth or human
interaction that may bring disappointment to the parties. Some argue that electronic mediation
is more convenient device if parties already know each other and can visualise and transmit
online responds to visualisation in their minds 44. In many of those cases loss of the human
element cannot be replaced by even the most sophisticated technology. Not to mention the fact
that mediator’s skills and experience cannot find its due place in the virtual reality.
Not only is it hardly possible for parties to feel each other out, but also to plan a suitable
strategy. Mediators, in turn, might find it extremely difficult to lead the dispute without a
comprehensive understanding of the parties’ feelings and expectations about the case 45. They
are also not able to show charisma as their leadership skills are diminished in the virtual reality
and they cannot react immediately to lower the tensions 46.
What is more, the final settlement can be severely affected because dishonesty and mistrust
cannot be easily discovered as the parties’ intentions remain unclear. Also mediators may not
be able to react properly facing obstacles to realise parties’ attitudes, as well as superiority or
lack of confidence that would normally allow to instantly address all the miscommunication
problems. The process of reality testing can be difficult to apply in online mediation, too47.
Misscommunication
Critics say that loss of the human element and lack of face-to-face mediation are connected
with a far going misunderstanding and miscommunication that amount to an inevitable
breakdown48. The role of direct verbal way of communication is significantly diminished and
might lead to poor understanding of arguments raised (especially bearing in mind that humans
generally tend to support their statements with natural body language, intonation, mimics and
gestures that make the difference and can serve as a rhetoric figure). Therefore, the impact of
nonverbal signals and factors cannot be underestimated as they play the key role in mediation
process and cannot be simply reduced to CMC (computer mediated communication). It is also
argued that we still didn’t discover all the aspects of the abovementioned issues and thus
bringing disputes to the virtual reality may have negative consequences that we simply cannot
predict.
Many concerns evolved especially around Spatial Dynamics and Paralinguistics. Spatial
Dynamics describe the impact that the environment may have on disputing parties and within
this term we distinguish Proxemics, Kinesics and Chronemics 49.
Proxemics concerns the effect of physical orientation during the mediation process. Sitting on
the opposite sides of a table may create artificial barriers and unnecessary coercion whereas
parties sitting next to each other might be more willing to reach a settlement.
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The same refers to the position of the mediator. Whether he sits between the parties (which
naturally promotes contradictoriness) or across the table in front of both parties (which reminds
the parties of their common goal to reach a settlement) is not irrelevant. Mediator positioning
himself at the table on the same side as one of the parties may profoundly affect the final
outcome since the other party may subconsciously feel alienated and take a more defensive
communication approach. Proxemics, for instance, will be found crucially important in the case
of video conferencing or time-immerse online mediation, while text-based messages will strip
the whole process from these considerations.
Kinesics, in turn, are connected to body language and reflexive body response that occur during
conversation. It is believed that body language, including intonation, stands for more than 70%
of information transfer. Textual conversation might significantly flatten the discussion and
bring ambiguity that affects the final outcome.
Chronemics refers to the impact on parties’ attitudes caused by time limits and time pressure.
In that case it is stated that online mediation and ODR in general gives parties better
opportunities to present their claims to each other and to the mediator.
Paralinguistic deals with the influence of different emoticons, position of text characters, rate,
verbal pitch and volume that are used mostly in text-based online mediations. Using ‘Caps
Lock’, a variety of fonts, sizes and colours may both enrich and affect the communication
process. Isolating parties’ statements from the natural body language environment may lead to
a serious communication breakdown and prevent parties from reaching a long lasting
agreement.
Lack of Respect and Potential Downfall of Efficiency
Both communication problems and lack of certain formal clues such as shaking hands, office
facilities and office surroundings may result in a decrease in respect towards the mediation
process and therefore affect acceptance and enforcement of a settlement50. Another downside
refers to a visible change in parties’ approach. Research shows 51 that parties tend to be less
active and committed to the online held case. Some studies indicate that the parties also tend to
be more encouraged to use offensive language since online proceedings’ seriousness vanishes.
Mediators’ authority is naturally weakened while their personal skills cannot be fully used,
which may lead to the parties ‘rectifying’ initial positions without further perspectives to reach
a settlement.
Accumulation of data relevant to the dispute may also cause frustration and distrust among the
parties. They may tend to overanalyse the details while the general meaning and relevant issues
for the case remain diminished 52. There is also a threat of flooding mediation with irrelevant
material which cannot be easily prevented by the mediator without establishing proper
guidelines, terms and conditions of the proceedings 53.
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Technological Gap
Another downside of online mediation evolves from the ‘presence of a technological gap’ 54.
Some people are not familiar with computer use in day-to-day life or have problems with
writing skills (due to their origin, gender, education obtained). Online mediation might be
pointless in case of uneven skills of both parties. This problem refers to people that have
problems to adapt to online environment and find themselves ‘online-illiterate’.
For instance, according to some research, men are generally more likely to be online-literate
than women55. Also, people from different countries or cultures can be exposed to potential
culture shock while others can feel more confident holding proceedings over the internet. This
can possibly make one of the parties overpowered. In computer-mediated communication
mediators’ tasks to fill the gap and address the imbalances between uneven parties, and to create
a settlement-friendly environment seem to be difficult 56.
A technological gap also refers to the fact that access to high quality internet connection is a
sine qua non condition – otherwise it may be detrimental to the basic principles of due process:
a right to be heard and equal treatment 57. From that perspective, it might be called the “fourth
party” just next to a mediator and both parties 58.
Enforceability Issues
Location or presence of mediation are legally relevant. Some jurisdictions have certain sets of
professional standards for mediators while other specify his limited liability and ethical
obligations in other ways. The legal and evidentiary aspects as well as confidentiality
guarantees also vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction 59.
It should be noted that online mediation faces the question of enforceability 60 of the cases
solved in that way, especially those where problem of multiple jurisdiction arises 61, at least with
regard to international e-commerce mediation contracts. Whether these cases are subject to
enforceability and if they can be challenged before common courts remains disputable, which
can make parties unwilling to sign up for mediation 62.
This all touches upon the problem of quality provided by online mediation. Its flexibility is
connected with potential lack of legal standards of conduct or even principles of good
practices 63. The lack of uniform ethical guidelines raises concerns about the mediator's ability
to resolve disputes fairly on the unique online forum. However, this problem seems to be no
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longer an issue since professional bodies have introduced ethical standards, good practice codes
and guidelines like Square Trade Rules, Model Standards of Conduct for Mediators or ABA
guidelines.
Loss of Confidentiality

Loss of confidentiality, security and privacy are the biggest concerns while their probability
visibly increases in online mediation. It may occur because the parties misbehave, the system
breaks down or the mediator’s actions are biased. When parties are physically absent, the risk
of third-parties’ involvement increases. There is always a risk of “ghost writing” or
unauthorised consulting with persons that should not have access to mediation proceedings.
Also the digital record including all the data is more durable and susceptible to direct leaks 64
while traditional ways of resolving disputes do not create this threat 65. Keeping data in the
cloud, which is common practice, exposes such data to many external dangers such as computer
hacking.

Conclusion
In conclusion, issues evolved around online mediation are the same issues that have been known
to mediation, but related to another, virtual background. Miscommunication and technological
imbalances may be addressed by providing new ways of communication or improving the
present ones. Legal matters have already been identified and various groups of experts
supported by international institutions make an effort to harmonise different jurisdictional
approach. Appropriate mediator’s training and promotion of certain legal skills can be a great
step towards overcoming these challenges. As long as we can identify these issues and address
them properly, we should take advantage of new the opportunities that online mediation gives
us and endorse achievements of modern technologies giving access to efficient way of dispute
resolution to greater number of people.
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